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DOING OUR PART...
SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAM
In the 30 years of the company’s history, Level has established itself as the world’s leading innovative brand in the glove category; 
high-performance manufactured products to cope with any weather conditions. The brand dedication to create long-lasting and 
high-quality products has distinguished Level since the beginning.

From the invention of the Snowboard Glove to the launch of many innovations, Level aims to be a leader in responsibility by 
combining sustainable development with the innovative strength of the brand. We are committed to always being responsible, 
honest and accountable today.

We strive to create the most beautiful, desirable products with the least impact on our environment. The consciousness about the 
environment is also an inspiration in the development of our products. As leaders in our winter sport segment, we endeavor to 
create the most cutting-edge materials, continuing to push towards circularity.
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MATERIAL USED:
LEATHER: Level uses the best and finest Leather coming from certified producers and being the animal grown for food; the 
leather is a waste recycled to make the products; no animal grew up for the sole purpose of using the skin.
PALMS: Level has almost completely dismissed the use of PVC material for the palms; more then 80% of our models have leather 
palms.
FABRICS: most of shell materials are synthetic materials which means from plastic origin; Organic Fabrics are made by natural 
fibres. Considering the purpose for which Winter gloves are designed (Sport Activities), fabrics made by natural fibres only are 
most of time not indicated to resist and perform for the scope; the best compromise nowadays is to mix the natural fibres with 
synthetic fibres (This solution brings much more performance and is more suitable for sport products like gloves).
LINING: (material in contact with the skin) Level uses different solutions including eco and biodegradable material like Wool, Silk 
and Cashmere.
INSULATIONS: mostly synthetic and in some cases Swiss Wool 100% natural wool. Primaloft, Level loft and 
other insulations are made by polyester. We are approaching more the use of recycled insulations like 
Primaloft Silver that is 100% recycled.
MEMBRANES: At the moment we use what is available as membrane for gloves in the market 
and both Goretex and Membratherm come from Polyurethan.

PFC FREE
PFC is a treatment on shell materials. What Does PFC-Free Mean? 
When outdoor clothing and gloves are described as PFC-free, it 
usually means that it’s been treated with a DWR that repels water 
without needing to use PFCs. PFC stands for Perfluorinated 
compounds. Perfluorinated compounds are used in the 
process of waterproofing gloves, they’re the chemicals that 
form the outer layer of protection for the fabric, so that water 
deflects and beads up when coming into contact with it.

CERTIFICATION
Level buys materials form suppliers certified Oekotex 100 or BlueSign for chemical treatments and PFC free. Level is engaged to 
buy materials that are certified to guarantee the traceability of the source. In collection 2022-23 Level introduces the first project 
100% made by recycled fabrics, insulation, membrane, and lining: the new Animal Junior. This project will be continued expanding 
to other models in the future with the objective to move towards an always more responsible and higher reduced impact on 
environment.

RESPONSIBLE DESIGN:
FUNCTION AND EASE OF USE: All products are designed to be functional, comfortable, warm and with the exact performance 
they are studied for.
MATERIAL LONGEVITY AND EFFICIENCY: Level is known to be high quality and one the most durable brands in the market; The 
long lasting product cycle means responsibility for the environment: Level products are made to last from 3 to 4 time longer 
than the average product on the market. This Level value and concept is easily understood from consumers and part of the Level 
strategy since the beginning!
TRIED AND TESTED: all our products go through rigorous testing before being launched 
on the market; this to ensure that all characteristics are taken into consideration for a 
long lasting life of our products.

THE LEVEL CORPORATE SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAM also include the fact that 
we also take responsibly about the choice of suppliers who have ethical behavior and we 
find it just as important to regularly visit our producers and form an opinion with our own 
eyes. 
Production timing and shipment organization is also a priority for us therefore planning 
in advance the production schedule is fundamental to avoid as much as possible by air 
transportation to maintain footprint low.
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ALPINE SKI TEAM: Kjetil Jansrud, Innerhofer Christof, Aleksander Aamodt Kilde, Luca De Aliprandini, Trevis Ganong, Adam Zampa, Erik Read, Atle Lie McGrath, Razzoli Giuliano, 
Emanuele Buzzi, Alex Vinatzer, Federica Brignone, Bridger Gile, Britt Richardson, Cassidy Gray, Charlie Raposo, Elena Curtoni, Marsaglia Francesca, Ragnhild Mowinckel, Breezy 
Johnson, Erin Mielzynski, AJ Hurt, Alex Tilley, Filippo Della Vite, Kyle Negomir, Marte Monsen, Nina O’Brien, Paula Moltzan, Riccardo Tonetti, River Radamus, Roberta Melesi, Thea 
Stjernesund, Timon Haugan, Trevor Philp, Valérie Grenier
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SNOWBOARD TEAM: Jonas Boesiger, Nicola Liviero, Nicolas Huber, Christoph Lechner, Marc Grossgasteiger, Mario Kaeppeli, Thomas Feurstein, Simon Gruber, Mario Wanger, Lukas 
Ehrler, Stefano Munari , Lia Mara Boesch , Michela Moioli
FREESKI TEAM: Andri Ragettli, Alex Ferreira, Ralph Welponer, Matěj Švancer, Fabian Bösch, Leonardo Donaggio, Lukas Schäfer, Tao Kreibich, Bruno Compagnet, Lucas Swieykowski, 
Giuliano Bordoni, Flo Bastien, Brady Leman, Kelsey Serwa, Marielle Thompson, Coline Ballet-Baz, Giulia Tanno, Silvia Bertagna, Sierra Quitiquit, Lara Wolf
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OFF PISTE TRIGGER
- PG 50 -

EMPIRE MITT
- PG 58 -

PRO RIDER
- PG 116 -

PRO RIDER LOBSTER
- PG 116 -

ALEX FERREIRA - freeskier

ANDRI RAGETTLI - freeskier
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WEB MITT
- PG 120 -

JOY
- PG 109 -

JOY MITT
- PG 110 -

RALPH WELPONER - freeskier

COLINE BALLET-BAZ - freeskier
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PRO RIDER MITT
- PG 116 -

WEB
- PG 119 -

WEB MITT
- PG 120 -

MARIO WANGER - snowboarder

THOMAS FEURSTEIN - snowboarder
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- PG 119 -

VERTIGO MITT
- PG 104 -

DUSTY MITT
- PG 124 -

CORAL MITT
- PG 134 -

ELSA GRACE - fashion

B-SIMO - street art

ART DESIGN

ART DESIGN
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UNIQUE VALUES
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Choosing the appropriate material for the construction of gloves and mittens is of great importance in order to achieve ergonomic 
comfort and high thermal insulation. The thermal insulation and moisture management of LEVEL products is created through the 
use of different specific materials. These materials have been tested in both a climatic chamber and in outdoor conditions using 
wireless sensors combined with infrared thermography. The results show significant differences in terms of thermal comfort 
between the gloves, proving that LEVEL provides the best thermal comfort for all its products. Thermoplus products values aim to 
be at least 30% higher than standard gloves.

 ONLY TOP-QUALITY MATERIALS AND MULTI LAYERS TECHNOLOGY IN ORDER TO REACH 
THE HIGHEST INSULATION ON THE MARKET

THERMAL CERTIFICATION INDEX™ - (TCI)
To facilitate the choice of the perfect glove in all weather conditions, LEVEL has developed a 5-level thermal certification index, 
from cooler to warmer.

THERMOPLUS GUARANTEES WARM HANDS

SCIENTIFIC TESTS PERFORMED UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE DICAM DEPARTMENT OF BOLOGNA 
UNIVERSITY - ITALY
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SCIENTIFIC TESTS TO GUARANTEE THE THERMOPLUS CERTIFICATION
The choice of the appropriate material for the construction of gloves is of fundamental importance in order to achieve ergonomic 
comfort and high thermal insulation. The thermal insulation and the moisture management of gloves made of different materials 
have been tested both in a climatic chamber and in outdoor conditions using wireless sensors combined with infrared 
thermography. The results obtained show substantial differences in terms of thermal comfort between the gloves in the same 
environmental conditions, proving that level provides the best thermal comfort in all of its products.
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LEVEL offers a Limited Warranty against manufacturing defects. LEVEL will repair or replace, at its discretion any products found 
to be defective within the scope of normal and appropriate utilisation and are within the Limited Warranty covenants which 
exclude normal wear.
(All Gloves) - Two, (2) or Three, (3), Year Limited Warranty (as specified on the product). LEVEL offers a Two, (2) or a Three, (3), Year 
Limited Warranty, from the time of initial purchase, against manufacturing defects. LEVEL will repair or replace, at its discretion 
any products found to be defective within the scope of normal and appropriate utilisation and are within the Two, (2) or Three, (3), 
Year Limited Warranty covenants which exclude normal wear.
Two, (2), Year Limited Warranty on Beanies, Bags and Ski poles.
LEVEL will repair or replace any of the above-mentioned products from the original purchase date against manufacturer’s defects 
within the scope of normal and appropriate utilisation and within the Two, (2), Year Limited Warranty covenants which exclude 
normal wear.Claims should be presented at the point of initial purchase with proper documentation to validate claims thereunder.
HOW TO ACTIVATE THE WARRANTY
To activate the warranty please visit /support/online-warranty-registration/ and register your LEVEL product within 14 days from 
purchase.Please complete all of the required fields to activate your warranty. You can also upload copy of your purchase receipt. 
If you do not upload a copy of the receipt, please keep your original receipt in the event you have a defective claim for the LEVEL 
product purchased.
COVER AND EXCLUSIONS
LEVEL warranty covers any type of manufacturing or material fault. With regards to this warranty, any non-conformities of the 
product with your expectations cannot be considered as faults. The warranty expressly excludes any damages caused by: misuse; 
normal wear and tear, damages; tampering; incorrect handling of the gloves; negligence or carelessness; damages caused by 
falls and/or accidents or any alteration due to external causes, including any repairs carried out by unauthorised vendor; damages 
caused by factors/events outside LEVEL’s control; users’ subjective assessments, such as comfort and fit; damages caused by 
prolonged exposure to light and/or heat sources. All coverage under this warranty is void if any modification, change or alteration 
has been made to the product.
HOW TO USE THE WARRANTY
To activate the warranty, please supply LEVEL with:
A) the product your warranty claim, through any LEVEL “authorised” point of sale in the country you reside in;
B) the original purchase receipt; if you did not upload your original receipt during at the time you registered your product.
LEVEL shall check its registration on the levelgloves.com website within the terms stated by these regulations. For any further 
information, please contact LEVEL Customer Service at warranty@levelgloves.com.
LEVEL reserves the right to check on the fault you are complaining about and to carry out any repair or replacement after said 
check. If, following LEVEL’s check, the fault is not considered a manufacturing or material fault, LEVEL reserves the right to charge 
the customer for the repair and repair as well as shipping costs.
If LEVEL cannot repair or replace the product or parts of it, LEVEL will make you an offer, taking into consideration the age of the 
product, for its replacement with the same model or an equivalent model.

HOW TO WARRANTY YOUR LEVEL PRODUCT(S)
1. Scan the QR code and complete all of the required fields to activate your warranty

2. Visit your LEVEL Authorised Retailer.
Bring your LEVEL Product in question with your receipt to where the product was purchased.

3 YEARS WARRANTY PROGRAM
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This new unique system gives the opportunity to customize the glove/mitten to the anatomical shape of the hand. The padding 
is made with a breathable thermo-formable material, that after being heated at 80°c, takes the shape of the skiers hand. This 
customization process can be repeated as often as wanted. The Custom Fit improves comfort, sensitivity and offers a better grip 
to the ski-pole handle.  

SPECIAL QUALITIES:
Durable - Warm and comfortable 
Lightweight - Heat Moldable (Thermo-formable) 
Excellent memory 
Low shrinkage when heated, shaped and cooled 
Re-moldable  
High bond strength 
Non-toxic 
Does not absorb water  

Heat the outside of the glove with a hairdryer at a 
maximum temperature of 80 degrees at a distance of 
30 cm or where available, use the LEVEL oven - 

Put the glove on, close the strap and let it cool for 
about 5 minutes - 

This customization process can be repeated as often 
as wanted -

CUSTOM FIT

1

2

3

powered by
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LEATHERS

FABRICS

With over 20 years of experience in the world of snow sports and ongoing research, LEVEL has always aimed to chose the highest 
quality fabrics and leathers for their wide range of gloves which are differentiated by thickness and quality specifications for their 
many uses. 

WATERPROOF GOATSKIN:
A soft waterproof leather, used mainly for 
ski gloves in areas which are exposed 
to high abrasion such as the palms or 
between the thumb and index finger.  

HAIRSHEEP PITTARDS:
A waterproof leather that is exceptionally 
soft, used especially on the backs of the 
gloves. 

SHEEP SKIN:
A very soft leather used for women’s 
gloves, especially on the back of the hand 
to give the glove extra softness.

COATED WATERPROOF GOATSKIN: 
This leather is used on the palms of 
freeride gloves, its exceptional waterproof 
resistance keeps the glove dry and long 
lasting. 

QUARTZ PITTARDS LEATHER:
Pittard leather has a lasercut design 
providing an extra strong grip in specific 
points of the palm. 
Dragon pittards:
This waterproof goat leather has a design 
that makes it special and durable. It is 
used on the palms of snowboard gloves.  

KERATAN  TREATMENT:
KERATAN is a unique leather treatment 
designed to significantly increase the 
abrasion protection and durability of 
finest performance goatskin leathers. The 
benefits of KERATAN are: resistance to 
extreme LEVELs of abrasion, functionality 
and comfort. The long effective life 
combined with FireBloc II, can make 
them flame resistant to the Martindale 
abrasion test; 45,000 revolutions to hole 
(average value 1mm thick WR100).

The choice of fabrics is made by our R&D department, in collaboration with top athletes and advice of different stylistic groups 
from all over the world. We follow the main trends in style and color but keeping as the primary objective fabrics with exclusive 
features, both in structure and trend that makes them unique and inimitable. 

SPRAY TEST:
All LEVEL fabrics are tested with the “spray test” to be approved and certified for maximum water resistance.
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POLYGIENE

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF POLYGIENE STAYS FRESH TECHNOLOGY?
The silver salt (AgCl, silver chloride) in Polygiene inhibits and guards against the growth of odors from microbes such as bacteria, 
fungus and mildew.

 

SWEAT AND MOISTURE

WITH POLYGIENE BIOSTATICWITHOUT POLYGIENE BIOSTATIC
BIOSTATIC STAYS FRESH TECHNOLOGY INHIBITS 
GROWTH OF ODOR-CAUSING BACTERIA

ODOR-CAUSING BACTERIA/MICROBES
SETTLE AND MULTIPLY IN MATERIAL

THE POSITIVE EFFECTS FOR YOUR LEVEL GLOVES:

• STAYS FRESH Polygiene inhibits the growth of odorcausing bacteria for that fresh-all-day feeling. Odor develops when odor-
causing bacteria settles into the fabric, mixes with sweat and multiplies.

• STAYS HYGIENIC  Polygiene helps prevent odor and prolongs the lifetime of your gloves, since the products are treated to 
resist deterioration by mold fungus and odor-causing bacteria.

• HAVE A LIFETIME EFFECT The treatment will last life- time of the product.

• BE MORE CLIMATE SMART 
Wear More. Wash Less® Polygiene treated products can be used several times before washing and can be washed at lower 
temperatures which means that you save energy, water, time and money. Longer lifetime of your gloves – Fibers live longer 
without bacteria and excessive washing, and treated products are not discarded prematurely due to odor. - Less luggage can 
be used when traveling. - Recycleable – Polygiene-treated products can be recycled when worn-out. - Polygiene is bluesign® 
approved – the textile industry’s demanding environmental certification with a life-cycle approach.

WHAT IS POLYGIENE AND HOW DOES IT WORK? Polygiene is based on silver salt (silver chloride). Silver chloride is naturally 
present in water and soil. Polygiene particles have a large amount of silver ions per surface area. Due to the structure of the 
particles, very small amounts of silver are required for effective treatment.  Polygiene is co-applied with other treatments to the 
fabric during the finishing stage. This helps minimize the impact on the environment because additional energy or water is not 
required.

ANY EFFFECTS WHEN WORN NEXT TO SKIN? Background in the healthcare sector Polygiene has its heritage in the healthcare 
sector and has undergone extensive skin sensitivity testing.  No interference with bacteria naturally occurring on the skin 
Polygiene is active only on the material’s surface and does not interfere with bacteria naturally found on the skin, even when 
used for long periods of time. Tests also conclude that there is no identified risk from dermal and oral contact with silver 
treatments  Polygiene is not nano silver.
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THOMAS FEURSTEIN

PG 20
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SKI STYLE: designed for all who love powder with a new cut that allows 
for a more abundant fit. This new style allows for more protection from 
the cold while maintaining a good level of sensitivity for the hands. 

SNOWBOARD STYLE: mainly used in the protection segment line that 
allows the housing of Biomex, and creating the right balance between 
warmth and comfort. 

The close collaboration between R&D and athletes has allowed LEVEL to develop a fit system for skiers and riders that can ensure 
the best fit for every kind of performance along with maximum comfort. For this reason all the gloves are divided into 3 different 
fits and are specifically designed for male and female hands.

SKI STYLE: designed for skiers that require more warmth and greater 
comfort. Ensuring the fine balance between precision and sensitivity.

SNOWBOARD STYLE: mainly used as cold weather choice of the LEVEL’s 
pro team. The perfect combination between style, comfort and function.

SKI STYLE: for our World Cup athletes who need a perfectly tight fitting 
glove allowing them to have great feel when holding the ski poles so they 
can perform their best on the racetrack. 

SNOWBOARD STYLE: this is a fashionable product; the better fitting the 
better the rider can grab their board or freestyle skis. Apart from its tight 
fit the palm has a special reinforcement to increase the grip. 

FIT SYSTEM

RELAXED FIT | EXTRA WARM

NATURAL FIT | VERY WARM

SLIM FIT | BETTER GRIP
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1-2 Years 2-3 Years 4-5 Years

1-2 Years 2-3 Years 4-5 Years 5-6 Years

1-2 Years 2-3 Years 4-5 Years 5-6 Years

2-3 Years 4-5 Years 5-6 Years 7-8 Years

4-5 Years 5-6 Years 7-8 Years 9-10 Years 11-12 Years

Animal

Yummy

Kiddy

Lucky

Junior

 -

 -

 -

 -

12

11

23

21,5

20

19

28

26,5

25,5

24

18

16,5

15

14

13

13,9

13,4

20

19,3

18,6

17,8

23

22,2

21,5

20,7

17,1

16,3

15,7

15,1

14,5

13,9

13,4

20

19,3

18,6

17,8

23

22,2

21,5

20,7

17,1

16,3

15,7

15,1

14,5

 -

 -

-

-

-

-

-

 -

 -

-

-

-

-

-

-

9 - L

8,5 - ML

8 - M

7,5 - SM

11 - 4XL

10,5 - 3XL

10 - XXL

9,5 - XL

7 - S

6,5 - XS

6 - XXS

3,93

4,72

4,33

9,05

8,46

7,87

7,48

10,43

10

9,44

7,08

6,49

5,90

5,51

5,11

4,88

5,47

5,27

7,87

7,59

7,32

7

8,74

8,46

8,14

6,73

6,41

6,18

5,94

5,70

-

-

-

-

L

-

M

XXL

-

XL

-

S

XS

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

XL

L

-

-

-

M

S

XS

-

-

Jr XS

Jr S

-

-

-

-

Jr XL

-

-

-

-

Jr L

-

Jr M

-

8,5 - ML

8 - M

7,5 - SM

7 - S

6,5 - XS

6 - XXS

4,5 - Jr XS

4 - Jr XXS

8 - Jr 4XL

7,5 - Jr 3XL

7 - Jr XXL

6,5 - Jr XL

6 - Jr L

5,5 - Jr M

5 - Jr S

Two things to consider regarding size and 
measurements of the hand. 

HAND LENGTH
With your hand open, measure from the tip 
of your middle finger, down to the base of 
the palm drawing a striaght line. 

HAND CIRCUMFERENCE
With your hand open, measure around the 
circumference of your hand, at the base of 
your knuckles.

CHILDREN'S FORM 6 MONTHS UP TO 12 YEARS OLD.

CIRCUMFERENCE

00 0 I II III IV V VI

CM   -   INCH CM   -   INCH WORLD   -   USA

size
6-12 Months

size
1-2 Years

size
2-3 Years

size
4-5 Years

size
5-6 Years

size
7-8 Years

size
9-10 Years

size
11-12 Years

WORLD   -   USA WORLD   -   USA
HAND LENGTH MEN'S SIZE WOMEN'S SIZE JUNIOR'S SIZE

SIZING CHART
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GORE-TEX GRIP GLOVES
Grip is not just about surface texture on the palm and underside of your fingers—it’s also 
about how your gloves fit. The layers in GORE-TEX Grip Gloves are bonded tightly together 
so there’s no movement between them. That means you can grip your ski poles or work 
your motorcycle brakes with ease. Better grip also means better confidence, so you can 
trust yourself to push on.

GORE-TEX 2IN1 GLOVES
Each glove has two chambers: choose one for better grip, the other for extra warmth. 
The better grip chamber brings your fingers closer to what you need to grip, increasing 
dexterity and tactility—perfect for handling ski poles or motorbike handlebars. The 
warmth chamber offers your hand added insulation—preventing numb fingers when 
the temperature drops.

GORE-TEX PLUS WARM GLOVES
If you’re traversing backcountry all day, you want to avoid numb fingers. Even in harsh, 
cold conditions the whole system of inner lining, membrane and outer material is 
optimized to keep your hands warmer for longer. With GORE-TEX Plus Warm gloves, you 
never need to go home early again. They’re also totally windproof, breathable and carry 
our GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY™ promise. 

GORE-TEX ACTIVE GLOVES
The most breathable GORE-TEX gloves available. The whole system of inner lining, 
GORE-TEX membrane, and outer material is optimized for extreme breathability.  
Even during intense activity less heat accumulates and more moisture can escape, so 
your hands stay drier, cooler, and more comfortable. 

PROTECTION FROM WATER
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MEMBRA-THERM PLUS
A highly breathable membrane insert that creates a waterproof barrier between 
exterior layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It optimizes warmth and 
comfort by keeping the hands dry.

WATERPROOF LEATHER TREATMENT
Special treated leather that withstands tough, outdoor conditions. The leather is 
waterproofed and its structural properties provide effective protection against 
moisture.

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT
The fabric is laminated with a process that permits to add a breathable waterproof 
membrane to the outer material, optimizing warmth and comfort while keeping the 
hands dry.

GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ WINDSTOPPER® GLOVES
We have higher standards than most, because we know that wind chill gets to fingers 
very quickly. The WINDSTOPPER® membrane is rigorously tested to prove it blocks not 
just some, but all wind. Even if you’re trekking against the strongest mid-winter gales, 
your fingers stay more nimble, and your hands more comfortable.
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GOOSE DOWN
LEVEL products are insulated with exclusive, high-fill power goose down ranging from 550 
to 900 fill, which represents the highest quality down commercially available. The down 
is isolated in small chambers so there is no fill migration; this ensures goose down even 
distribution and a great insulation performance.

PRIMALOFT ®

Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm and soft feeling that offers good breathability. 

THERMOLINER
Soft, supple, and less bulky than high-loft insulation. The exclusive blend of fibres traps in 
more air for more warmth.

SILK
LEVEL is presenting a new silk lining in the women’s line which offers a great softness and 
increases thermal insulation.

INSULATION MATERIALS
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LOFT PREMIUM
The new LEVEL insulation solution. Soft feeling and thermal benefits together.

POLARTEC®

Polartec® Power Stretch® fabric features 4-way stretch and it is very breathable. It provides 
warmth without weight. The 4-Way stretch system provides unrestricted freedom of 
movement. It keeps skin dry even when you sweat, maintains hands warm without the 
weight and bulk of traditional insulating fabrics and will reduce the effects of wind chill 
thanks to its fabrics.

SWISS WOOL
This natural material is characterized by thin fibres which do not retain odours making this 
type of wool antimicrobial. Wool provides warmth and draws sweat away from the skin, 
keeping a sensation of dryness.

THINSULATE™

The unique microfibers of Thinsulate™insulation are ten times smaller than the fibres of other 
synthetic insulations, which means they’re much more efficient at trapping air and keeping 
in the warmth. It will avoid the formation of cold spots in your hands by filling all the multiple 
airspaces.

CASHMERE
Cashmere is usually indicated by an incredibly soft finish, which is a result of delicate fibres 
that are almost silky to the touch. This sought-after fabric is made in Italy using advanced 
technologies and is three times more insulating than sheep wool.
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  » CATEGORY HIGHLIGHTS 
The LEVEL Racing Collection are World Class simply the best available in the market today. The Racing 
collection has dynamic cutting-edge styles that always deliver the best all-out performance. Racers 
need warmth as well as protection so materials like wool linings, Superfabric and Dyneema stitching are 
all utilized. WC and SQ Models can be heated for a "Custom Fit"

  » TARGET CONSUMER
Racers of all levels looking for the best experience in the racing world.
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RACING
Racing takes the LEVEL spirit 
into the competition world 
with its young, dynamic and 
cutting-edge styles that 
always deliver the best all-
out performances. All new ski 
models satisfy the highest 
performance requirements 
without compromising warmth 
and comfort.

22.23 COLLECTION

OFFICIAL SUPPLIER FOR:
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66 goldeneagle

WORLDCUP CF  
CODE: 3004UG | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: Directly from the World Cup, this mitten this glove redefines the standard of protection and competitive performance. Warmth - protection - Custom 
fit - Kirak - unique design! 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Superfabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Thinsulate™, Wool lining with Polygiene treatment 
HIGHLIGHTS: Special gate protection, Kirak Stimulator System FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Outside stitching, Silicone grip, Dyneema stitching, Superfabric, 
Custom fit, Graphene lining

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used 
mainly for ski gloves in areas 
which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or 
between the thumb and index 
finger.

KIRAX STIMULATOR SYSTEM 
This innovative technology 
stimulates the body’s 
neurological system in a unique 
way to enhance reaction time, 
performance, and a sense of 
general well-being.

GRAPHENE LINING 
Graphene offers perfect 
thermoregulation as it 
distributes the heat evenly. It 
is also totally waterproof, while 
being very breathable.

CUSTOM FIT  
This new unique system gives 
the opportunity to customize the 
glove/mitten to the anatomical 
shape of the hand.

OUTSIDE FINGER STITCHING 
This construction provides a 
better fit and a perfect grip.

PULLER 
A wider puller inserted in 
underside of cuff helps to 
properly wear the glove/mitten
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WORLDCUP CF MITT  
CODE: 3004UM | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: Directly from the World Cup, this mitten this glove redefines the standard of protection and competitive performance. Warmth - protection - Custom 
fit - Kirak - unique design! 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Superfabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Thinsulate™, Wool lining with Polygiene treatment 
HIGHLIGHTS: Special gate protection, Kirak Stimulator System FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Silicone grip, Dyneema stitching, Superfabric, Custom fit, Tubes 3D 
protection technology, Graphene lining

IMPACT PROTECTION 
Knuckles and underside of 
cuff are comprises with a 
specific anti-shocking material 
for improved protection and 
are reinforced with abrasion 
resistant fabric for top durability.

POLYGIENE® 
With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Technology, enjoy fresh-all-day 
confidence. Polygiene makes 
your glove/mitten stay fresh!

SPECIFIC PALM CUT 
The improved palm-shape 
facilitates gripping ski poles and 
offers better sensibility

WOOL LINING 
Wool is an excellent insulator, 
resistant and breathable, it is 
naturally absorbent and does 
not capture odors. Thanks to 
these unique characteristics, it 
is one of the favorite materials 
for our linings.

THINSULATE™ 
The microfibres of 
Thinsulate™insulation are ten 
times smaller than the fibres 
of other synthetic insulations, 
which means they’re much 
more efficient at trapping air 
and keeping in the warmth. It 
will avoid the formation of cold 
spots in your hands by filling all 
the multiple airspaces.

SUPERFABRIC® 
SuperFabric® is a material 
that’s longer lasting, has higher 
durability, and is designed 
for everything from extreme 
applications to rugged daily 
usage.
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SQ CF  
CODE: 3017UG | SIZE: 6,5 (XS) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: A firm favourite with World Cup athletes; guarantees protection, warmth and elevated performance. Aggressive, irreverent and technical. Warmth - 
protection - Custom fit - Kirak. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Superfabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Thinsulate™, Wool lining with Polygiene treatment 
HIGHLIGHTS: Knuckle protection, Kirak Stimulator System FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Outside stitching, Silicone grip, Dyneema stitching, Superfabric, 
Custom fit, Graphene lining

PULLER 
A wider puller inserted in underside of cuff helps 
to properly wear the glove/mitten.

SPECIFIC PALM CUT 
The improved palm-shape facilitates gripping ski 
poles and offers better sensibility.

SUPERFABRIC® 
SuperFabric® is a material that’s longer lasting, 
has higher durability, and is designed for 
everything from extreme applications to rugged 
daily usage.

WOOL LINING 
Wool is an excellent insulator, resistant and 
breathable, it is naturally absorbent and does 
not capture odors. Thanks to these unique 
characteristics, it is one of the favorite materials 
for our linings.
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SQ CF MITT   
CODE: 3017UM | SIZE: 6,5 (XS) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: A firm favourite with World Cup athletes; guarantees protection, warmth and elevated performance. Aggressive, irreverent and technical. Warmth - 
protection - Custom fit - Kirak. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Superfabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Thinsulate™, Wool lining with Polygiene treatment 
HIGHLIGHTS: Knuckle protection, Kirak Stimulator System FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Outside stitching, Silicone grip, Dyneema stitching, Superfabric, 
Custom fit, Graphene lining

KNUCKLE PROTECTION 
Armor on the fingers and knuckles to provide ski 
racers the hand protection that’s a must-have on 
the race course.

KIRAX STIMULATOR SYSTEM 
This innovative technology stimulates the body’s 
neurological system in a unique way to enhance 
reaction time, performance, and a sense of 
general well-being.

THINSULATE™ 
The microfibres of Thinsulate™insulation are ten 
times smaller than the fibres of other synthetic 
insulations, which means they’re much more 
efficient at trapping air and keeping in the 
warmth. It will avoid the formation of cold 
spots in your hands by filling all the multiple 
airspaces.

POLYGIENE® 
With Polygiene® Stays Fresh Technology, enjoy 
fresh-all-day confidence. Polygiene makes your 
glove/mitten stay fresh!
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RACE SPEED     
CODE: 3047UG | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: The RACE SPEED is suitable for speed lovers. It has a spectacular anatomical fit and the hand guard on the back and fingers ensures excellent 
protection. You will face the course with no fear!

WARMTH INDEX: 2000 - Standard 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Wind breaker fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Fleece DRY TECHNOLOGY: Partial wind breaker HIGHLIGHTS: Knuckle 
protection, Kirak Stimulator System FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Silicone grip, Zipped neoprene cuff.

PULLER 
A wider puller inserted in underside of cuff helps 
to properly wear the glove/mitten

ZIPPER CLOSURE 
Zipper closure and the elastic neoprene cuff 
makes it easy to wear.

KNUCKLE PROTECTION 
Armor on the fingers and knuckles to provide ski 
racers the hand protection that’s a must-have on 
the race course.

KIRAX STIMULATOR SYSTEM 
This innovative technology stimulates the body’s 
neurological system in a unique way to enhance 
reaction time, performance, and a sense of 
general well-being.
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RACE SPEED MITT      
CODE: 3047UM | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: With the same personality, the RACE SPEED MITT is suitable for speed lovers. It has a spectacular anatomical fit and the hand guard on the back 
and fingers ensures excellent protection. You will face the course with no fear!

WARMTH INDEX: 2000 - Standard 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Superfabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Fleece DRY TECHNOLOGY: Partial wind breaker HIGHLIGHTS: Special gate 
protection, Kirak Stimulator System FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Silicone grip,  Zipped neoprene cuff.

SUBLIMATION PRINTING 
High-resolution prints on both backs for a 
trendy-inspired glove/mitt.

SUPERFABRIC REINFORCEMENT  
Reinforcement patch that protects the problem 
area of the thumb where the glove takes the 
most abuse.

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used mainly for ski 
gloves in areas which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or between the 
thumb and index finger.

SILICONE PRINT GRIP 
Reinforced synthetic leather palm with black 
silicone-patterned dots that provide durability 
and excellent grip.
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RACE    
CODE: 3024UG | SIZE: 6,5 (XS) / 11 (4XL) 

DESCRIPTION: The RACE model is appreciated by all athletes and professionals of the snow. The ideal choice in terms of protection, comfort and fit. The class here 
does not go un-noticed. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft, Hydrofill HIGHLIGHTS: Knuckle protection 
FEATURES: Short neoprene cuff, Silicone grip

WORLD FINEST LEATHER 
The finest goat leather in the world. LEVELs’ 
leathers natural water repellency, durability, 
and insulating properties guarantee the best 
performance.

SPECIFIC PALM CUT 
The improved palm-shape facilitates gripping ski 
poles and offers better sensibility.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

IMPACT PROTECTION 
Knuckles and underside of cuff are comprises 
with a specific anti-shocking material for 
improved protection and are reinforced with 
abrasion resistant fabric for top durability.
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RACE MITT    
CODE: 3024UM | SIZE: 6,5 (XS) / 11 (4XL) 

DESCRIPTION: The RACE model is appreciated by all athletes and professionals of the snow. The ideal choice in terms of protection, comfort and fit. The class here 
does not go un-noticed. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft, Hydrofill HIGHLIGHTS: Knuckle protection 
FEATURES: Short neoprene cuff, Silicone grip

SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.

SILICONE PRINT REINFORCEMENT 
Reinforced synthetic leather palm with black 
silicone-patterned dots that provide durability 
and excellent grip.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

PREFORMED FINGERS 
This is a special anatomical construction that 
permits a preformed shape. The preformed 
shape reduces wrinkles on the palm and 
guarantees better fit and sensitivity.
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RACE REPLICA     
CODE: 3029UG | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: This model is the perfect product for a the skier looking for performance in racing style. A real racing “replica”. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Thinsulate™, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus 
HIGHLIGHTS: Knuckle protection FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Impact protection

LEATHER PALM 
The finest goat leather in the world. LEVELs’ 
leathers natural water repellency, durability, 
and insulating properties guarantee the best 
performance.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

THINSULATE 
The microfibres of Thinsulate™insulation are ten 
times smaller than the fibres of other synthetic 
insulations, which means they’re much more 
efficient at trapping air and keeping in the 
warmth.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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WORLDCUP JR CF   
CODE: 4117JG | SIZE: 4 (JR XXS) / 8 (JR 4XL) 

DESCRIPTION: Same as the the mitt, this glove sets the new standard for racing protection, performance and warmth. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Superfabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Thinsulate™, Wool lining with Polygiene treatment 
HIGHLIGHTS: Special gate protection FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Outside stitching, Silicone grip, Superfabric, Custom fit

SUPERFABRIC® 
SuperFabric® is a material 
that’s longer lasting, has higher 
durability, and is designed 
for everything from extreme 
applications to rugged daily 
usage.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used 
mainly for ski gloves in areas 
which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or 
between the thumb and index 
finger.

OUTSIDE FINGER STITCHING 
This construction provides a 
better fit and a perfect grip.

PULLER 
A wider puller inserted in 
underside of cuff helps to 
properly wear the glove/mitten

CUSTOM FIT  
This new unique system gives 
the opportunity to customize the 
glove/mitten to the anatomical 
shape of the hand.
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WORLDCUP JR CF MITT   
CODE: 4117JM | SIZE: 4 (JR XXS) / 8 (JR 4XL) 

DESCRIPTION: The ultimate junior race mitt similar to the adult world cup. Perfect for the young racer. loaded with performance features, durability, and warmth. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Superfabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Thinsulate™, Wool lining with Polygiene treatment 
HIGHLIGHTS: Special gate protection FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Silicone grip, Superfabric reinforcement, Custom fit

IMPACT PROTECTION 
Knuckles and underside of 
cuff are comprises with a 
specific anti-shocking material 
for improved protection and 
are reinforced with abrasion 
resistant fabric for top durability.

POLYGIENE® 
With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Technology, enjoy fresh-all-day 
confidence. Polygiene makes 
your glove/mitten stay fresh!

SPECIFIC PALM CUT 
The improved palm-shape 
facilitates gripping ski poles and 
offers better sensibility

WOOL LINING 
Wool is an excellent insulator, 
resistant and breathable, it is 
naturally absorbent and does 
not capture odors. Thanks to 
these unique characteristics, it 
is one of the favorite materials 
for our linings.

THINSULATE™ 
The microfibres of 
Thinsulate™insulation are ten 
times smaller than the fibres 
of other synthetic insulations, 
which means they’re much 
more efficient at trapping air 
and keeping in the warmth. It 
will avoid the formation of cold 
spots in your hands by filling all 
the multiple airspaces.

SUPERFABRIC® 
SuperFabric® is a material 
that’s longer lasting, has higher 
durability, and is designed 
for everything from extreme 
applications to rugged daily 
usage.
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SQ JR CF   
CODE: 4113JG | SIZE: 4 (JR XXS) / 8 (JR 4XL) 

DESCRIPTION: This all leather junior race glove and mitt is identical to the adult Sq CF. Loaded with performance features, protection, durability, and warmth. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Water resistant sublimated fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Thinsulate™, Hydrofill HIGHLIGHTS: 
Knuckle protection FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Reinforced palm, Custom fit

KNUCKLE PROTECTION 
Armor on the fingers and knuckles to provide ski 
racers the hand protection that’s a must-have on 
the race course.

SPECIFIC PALM CUT 
The improved palm-shape facilitates gripping ski 
poles and offers better sensibility.

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used mainly for ski 
gloves in areas which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or between the 
thumb and index finger.

THINSULATE™ 
The microfibres of Thinsulate™insulation are ten 
times smaller than the fibres of other synthetic 
insulations, which means they’re much more 
efficient at trapping air and keeping in the 
warmth. It will avoid the formation of cold 
spots in your hands by filling all the multiple 
airspaces.
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SQ JR CF MITT    
CODE: 4113JM | SIZE: 4 (JR XXS) / 8 (JR 4XL) 

DESCRIPTION: This all leather junior race glove and mitt is identical to the adult Sq CF. Loaded with performance features, protection, durability, and warmth. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Water resistant sublimated fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Thinsulate™, Hydrofill HIGHLIGHTS: 
Knuckle protection FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Reinforced palm, Custom fit

SUBLIMATION PRINTING 
High-resolution prints on both backs for a 
trendy-inspired glove/mitt.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

CUSTOM FIT  
This new unique system gives the opportunity 
to customize the glove/mitten to the anatomical 
shape of the hand.
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RACE JR + RACE JR MITT 
GLOVE CODE: 4119JG | MITTEN CODE: 4119JM | SIZE: 4 (JR XXS) / 7 (JR XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: The Race Junior is a high performance junior glove with a leather and nylon shell and awesome styling. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant sublimated fabric, Reinforced leather palm INSULATION: Thinsulate™, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus 
HIGHLIGHTS: Knuckle protection FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Reinforced palm

REINFORCED LEATHER PALM 
Abrasion-resistant goat leather patches on palm 
and index finger for both stretch and durability.

SUBLIMATION PRINTING 
High-resolution prints on both backs for a 
trendy-inspired glove/mitt.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

THINSULATE 
The microfibres of Thinsulate™insulation are ten 
times smaller than the fibres of other synthetic 
insulations, which means they’re much more 
efficient at trapping air and keeping in the 
warmth.
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OVERGLOVE SPEED
CODE: 6019OM | SIZE: XS / L 

DESCRIPTION: Fits every glove or mitt with an extra layer of warm and comfort. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL:, Water resistant sublimated fabric INSULATION:, Fiberfill, Knitted Brush FEATURES: Sublimation on back, Special palm construction, 
Storm leash

WIND HOOD 
The wind hood can easily be attached to an 
elastic cord at the back of the hand. It creates 
full protection for the ride down where a Silicone 
printed palm maximizes the needed grip on 
your poles.

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT 
The fabric is laminated with a process that 
permits to add a breathable waterproof 
membrane to the outer material, optimizing 
warmth and comfort while keeping the hands 
dry.

PULLER 
A wider puller inserted in underside of cuff helps 
to properly wear the glove/mitten

EASY ACCESS 
Flip back the shell and free your fingers to play 
with your phone, camera without freezing your 
digits!



  » CATEGORY HIGHLIGHTS 
The LEVEL Men’s Leather collection is sophisticated and sporty with clean design elements. Rich in 
details, like the the ultra-soft leather, precise stitching and Soft Touch Lining with Polygiene treatments 
make this line best in class with high quality details. The insulation and liners are the best available on 
the market today.

  » TARGET CONSUMER
Advanced and performance oriented skiers and snowboarders, looking for quality, durability, comfort 
and the correct warmth choice.



LEATHER
The men’s Leather is fresh and 
with clean new lines. Rich in 
details and solutions provided 
by the athletes who launch the 
latest trends. The materials 
used are of the highest quality, 
including ultra-soft leather 
combined with high quality 
details. The insulation and liners 
are the best available on the 
market.

22.23 COLLECTION
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CAYENNE GTX   
CODE: 2076UG | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: The Cayenne model is the result of continuing research to test the limits. All you have to do is look at it: a glove, carefully looked at in details and 
full of technology. Extremely warm, waterproof, breathable and with indisputable class. The right product for a skier who won’t settle for anything but the best. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Soft-touch lining with Polygiene treatment DRY TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX 
HIGHLIGHTS: I-Touch system FEATURES: Short cuff, Hook&loop closure

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used 
mainly for ski gloves in areas 
which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or 
between the thumb and index 
finger.

I-TOUCH SYSTEM 
The “I-Touch” system allows you 
to use your smart phone without 
having to remove the glove.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.

GORE-TEX INSIDE 
If you want to spend the whole 
day out, you want to avoid numb 
fingers. Even in harsh, cold 
conditions the whole system 
of inner lining, membrane and 
outer material is optimized to 
keep your hands warmer for 
longer.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An 
insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t 
hold water so it even keeps you 
warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good 
breathability.

POLYGIENE® 
With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Technology, enjoy fresh-all-day 
confidence. Polygiene makes 
your glove/mitten stay fresh!
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ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.

THUMB PADDING 
Thumb padding for added impact protection and 
better flexibility.

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used mainly for ski 
gloves in areas which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or between the 
thumb and index finger.

RS 
CODE: 5035UG | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: The RS is where class, elegance and athleticism meet. The minimalist design complements the quality of the fine goat leather. A must have! 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Level Loft, Hydrofill FEATURES: Under jacket cuff, Hook&loop closure
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MICROINJECTION RUBBER ICON 
Rubber insert applied and stitched on the palm 
for a touch of style!

PREFORMED FINGERS 
This is a special anatomical construction that 
permits a preformed shape. The preformed 
shape reduces wrinkles on the palm and 
guarantees better fit and sensitivity.

SWISS WOOL 
This natural material is characterized by thin 
fibres which do not retain odours making 
this type of wool antimicrobial. Wool provides 
warmth and draws sweat away from the skin, 
keeping a sensation of dryness.

OUTSIDE FINGER STITCHING 
This construction provides a better fit and a 
perfect grip.

OFF PISTE LEATHER
CODE: 2064UG | SIZE: 7 (S) / 11 (4XL) 

DESCRIPTION: All mountain leather short cuff glove, a favorite of the level pro team for its styling and warmth. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather INSULATION: Swiss Wool, Soft-touch lining with Polygiene treatment FEATURES: Short neoprene cuff, Safety 
leash, Outside stitching, Carabiner
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OFF PISTE LEATHER TRIGGER 
CODE: 2064UT | SIZE: 7 (S) / 11 (4XL) 

DESCRIPTION: All mountain leather short cuff glove, a favorite of the level pro team for its styling and warmth. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather INSULATION: Swiss Wool, Soft-touch lining with Polygiene treatment FEATURES: Short neoprene cuff, Safety 
leash, Outside stitching, Carabiner

SAFETY STORM LEASH 
A new leash concept that offers an increased 
safety feature for riders and skiers.

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used mainly for ski 
gloves in areas which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or between the 
thumb and index finger.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

CLIP-IN LOOP 
The clip-in loop can be used to secure your 
gloves to a backpack with the convenient 
supplied Carabiner.
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REXFORD UTAH 
CODE: 5006UM | SIZE: 6,5 (XS) / 10,5 (3XL) 

DESCRIPTION: A new creation from LEVEL. After the great success of the “sneaker” design LEVEL has brought out the new “outdoor shoe”. Elegant yet curious, 
patented design. Maximum performance in terms of warmth and comfort. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Full adjustable 
fit,Laser print on palm, Storm leash

LASERED DETAILS 
Laser-etched pattern on distressed leather for a 
rugged vintage look

STORM LEASH  
This cord is used to secure the glove to your 
hand with an adjustable plastic. A big advantage 
when you don’t want to wear gloves but want to 
keep them attached to the wrist.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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REXFORD 
CODE: 5000UG | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10,5 (3XL) 

DESCRIPTION: The super-styled REXFORD is the cold weather choice of LEVEL’s pro team. The perfect combo of style, comfort and function. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Reinforced leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus 
FEATURES: Short neoprene cuff, Hook&loop closure, Storm leash

REINFORCED LEATHER PALM 
Abrasion-resistant goat leather patches on palm 
and index finger for both stretch and durability.

THUMB PADDING 
Thumb padding for added impact protection and 
better flexibility.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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REXFORD TRIGGER 
CODE: 5000UT | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10,5 (3XL) 

DESCRIPTION: The super-styled REXFORD is the cold weather choice of LEVEL’s pro team. The perfect combo of style, comfort and function. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Reinforced leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus 
FEATURES: Short neoprene cuff, Hook&loop closure, Storm leash

METAL LOGO 
LEVEL metal logo featuring sleek embossed 
accents. Very glamorous and sophisticated.

STORM LEASH  
This cord is used to secure the glove to your 
hand with an adjustable plastic. A big advantage 
when you don’t want to wear gloves but want to 
keep them attached to the wrist.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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REXFORD MITT  
CODE: 5001UM | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10,5 (3XL) 

DESCRIPTION: The super-styled REXFORD is the cold weather choice of LEVEL’s pro team. The perfect combo of style, comfort and function. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Reinforced leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus 
FEATURES: Short neoprene cuff, Hook&loop closure, Storm leash

SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.

LASERED LOGO 
LEVEL laser-etched logo on distressed leather 
for a rugged vintage look.

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used mainly for ski 
gloves in areas which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or between the 
thumb and index finger.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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BOMBER 
CODE: 3213UG | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: Always a bestseller now updated in style and finishes in a modern key. The soft waterproof goatskin and excellent insulation make it your ideal 
companion for both on-piste and off-piste descents.

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Level Loft, Soft-touch lining with Polygiene treatment FEATURES: 
Hook&loop closure

METAL LOGO 
LEVEL metal logo featuring 
sleek embossed accents. Very 
glamorous and sophisticated.

POLYGIENE® 
With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Technology, enjoy fresh-all-day 
confidence. Polygiene makes 
your glove/mitten stay fresh!

KNUCKLE PADDING 
Padding on the knuckles for 
added impact protection and 
better flexibility.

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used 
mainly for ski gloves in areas 
which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or 
between the thumb and index 
finger.

THE PERFECT FIT 
By creating gloves in half sizes, 
LEVEL delivers the perfect fit 
and ensures correct insulation 
that leads to warm hands and 
happy days on snow!

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.
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EMPIRE
CODE: 2333UG | SIZE: XS / XL 

DESCRIPTION: Trend genuine leather mitten for skiers and snowboarders. Soft Water resistant goat leather, high thermal insulation and internal stretch cuff make 
“the Empire” the choice of many of the LEVEL Riders! 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather INSULATION: Level Loft, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Stretch-knit cuff, Storm 
leash

EMBOSSED DETAILS 
LEVEL embossed logo plus EVA padding on 
back of hand and knuckles for added impact 
protection.

STORM LEASH 
This cord is used to secure the glove to your 
hand with an adjustable plastic. A big advantage 
when you don’t want to wear gloves but want to 
keep them attached to the wrist.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used mainly for ski 
gloves in areas which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or between the 
thumb and index finger.
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EMPIRE MITT
CODE: 2332UM | SIZE: XS / XL 

DESCRIPTION: Trend genuine leather mitten for skiers and snowboarders. Soft Water resistant goat leather, high thermal insulation and internal stretch cuff make 
“the Empire” the choice of many of the LEVEL Riders! 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather INSULATION: Level Loft, Light fleece DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Stretch-knit cuff, Storm 
leash

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used mainly for ski 
gloves in areas which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or between the 
thumb and index finger.

STRETCH-KNIT CUFF  
A super-soft fleece lining handles the warmth 
and moisture management, while the stretch-
knit cuffs seal out cold air and snow while 
allowing for easy on and off.

SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.



  » CATEGORY HIGHLIGHTS 
The Alpine line provides exceptional performance, combined with technical features and style. This line 
offers warmth and function at a great value.

  » TARGET CONSUMER
From beginners to advanced skiers, looking for best quality, comfort and great value.



ALPINE
The Alpine line is designed 
for skiers demanding high-
performance, quality materials 
and elegant lines. Built in years 
of studies and on-snow testing, 
this line is proven to be the best 
call for those who loves carving 
up the hills. 

22.23 COLLECTION
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I -SUPER RADIATOR GTX 
CODE: 3224UG | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: We designed the i super radiator as the ultimate defense against the harshest winter elements, super warm, waterproof, with exceptional 
breathability. Features GORE-TEX, Primaloft® insulation, wool lining and I-Touch technology. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant micro fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Silver lining DRY TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX 
HIGHLIGHTS: I-Touch system FEATURES: Short cuff, Hook&loop closure, Stretch fabric

KNUCKLE FLEX 
Stretch flex knuckle panels for added comfort 
and ease of move.

SILVER LINING 
Little silver dots reflect and retain the warmth 
your body generates, while dissipating moisture 
and excess heat.

GORE-TEX INSIDE 
If you want to spend the whole day out, you 
want to avoid numb fingers. Even in harsh, cold 
conditions the whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material is optimized to 
keep your hands warmer for longer.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.
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SUPER RADIATOR MITT GTX
CODE: 3224UM | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: We designed the i super radiator as the ultimate defense against the harshest winter elements, super warm, waterproof, with exceptional 
breathability. Features GORE-TEX, Primaloft® insulation, wool lining and I-Touch technology. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant micro fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Silver lining DRY TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX 
FEATURES: Short cuff, Hook&loop closure, Stretch fabric

GORE-TEX INSIDE 
If you want to spend the whole day out, you 
want to avoid numb fingers. Even in harsh, cold 
conditions the whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material is optimized to 
keep your hands warmer for longer.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

GOAT LEATHER PALM 
This tough and protective palm combines woven 
water-resistant micro fabric and goat leather 
for both stretch and durability, while a GORE-
TEX waterproof and breathable insert keeps 
intruding moisture at bay.
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SHARP
CODE: 3330UG | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: This glove is made from extra soft leather making it elegant and sporty. The  Primaloft® padding, membrane and fit have been studied to ensure the 
best fit, what could you want more? 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant sheep leather, Water resistant fabric INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Soft-touch lining with Polygiene treatment 
DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Short cuff, Zipped cuff

POLYGIENE® 
Polygene® provides protection against body 
odors and more. Based on a silver salt solution. 
Sweat, heat and humidity is nourishment for 
bacteria and they will grow and die in ever-
increasing numbers.

THE PERFECT FIT 
By creating gloves in half sizes, LEVEL delivers 
the perfect fit and ensures correct insulation 
that leads to warm hands and happy days on 
snow!

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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EVOLUTION GTX 
CODE: 3336UG | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: A GORE-TEX glove so essential that it aims only for the maximum warmth, waterproof and breathability. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Water resistant goat leather palm INSULATION: Level Loft, Silver lining DRY TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX FEATURES: 
Short cuff, Adjustable strap

GORE-TEX INSIDE 
If you want to spend the whole day out, you 
want to avoid numb fingers. Even in harsh, cold 
conditions the whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material is optimized to 
keep your hands warmer for longer.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

PREFORMED FINGERS 
This is a special anatomical construction that 
permits a preformed shape. The preformed 
shape reduces wrinkles on the palm and 
guarantees better fit and sensitivity.

SILVER LINING 
Little silver dots reflect and retain the warmth 
your body generates, while dissipating moisture 
and excess heat.
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TROUPER GTX 
CODE: 3339UG | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: Classic look, great fit with GORE-TEX membrane. The Trouper guarantees a warm experience for your days on the snow. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric INSULATION: Fiberfill, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX FEATURES: Short cuff, Adjustable strap

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT 
The fabric is laminated with a process that 
permits to add a breathable waterproof 
membrane tothe outer material, optimizing 
warmth and comfort while keeping the hands 
dry.

SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.

GORE-TEX INSIDE 
If you want to spend the whole day out, you 
want to avoid numb fingers. Even in harsh, cold 
conditions the whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material is optimized to 
keep your hands warmer for longer.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.
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CHALLENGER 
CODE: 3363UG | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: Our best-value Membra-Therm Plus ski glove, the Challenger is a warm, waterproof, four-season glove that excels at everyday, inbounds shredding. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Leather reinforcement patch INSULATION: Level Needle, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus 
FEATURES: Short cuff, Hook&loop closure

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

REINFORCED LEATHER PALM 
Abrasion-resistant goat leather patches on palm 
and index finger for both stretch and durability.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.
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ALPINE  
CODE: 3343UG | SIZE: 7 (S) / 11 (4XL) 

DESCRIPTION: Waterproof, warm, and rugged, the Alpine is a great value in performance gloves. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant soft fabric, Reinforced leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus 
FEATURES: Short cuff, Hook&loop closure

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used mainly for ski 
gloves in areas which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or between the 
thumb and index finger.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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ALPINE MITT
CODE: 3343UM | SIZE: 7 (S) / 11 (4XL) 

DESCRIPTION: Waterproof, warm, and rugged, the Alpine is a great value in performance gloves. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Reinforced leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus 
FEATURES: Short cuff, Hook&loop closure

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used mainly for ski 
gloves in areas which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or between the 
thumb and index finger.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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HERO  
CODE: 3367UG | SIZE: 7 (S) / 11 (4XL) 

DESCRIPTION: Classic look, great fit and an awesome value. The Hero is fully waterproof, breathable and warm. 

WARMTH INDEX: 2000 - Standard 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric INSULATION: Fiberfill, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Short cuff, Adjustable strap

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT 
The fabric is laminated with a process that 
permits to add a breathable waterproof 
membrane tothe outer material, optimizing 
warmth and comfort while keeping the hands 
dry.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.



  » CATEGORY HIGHLIGHTS 
The Mountain collection has several new offerings and restyled models. This collection is an expansion 
of Big Mountain skiing/riding, Backcountry pursuits and the Freeride scene. Longer Deeper cuffs, 
fleeced/soft linings, best in class warmth offerings and waterproof breathable materials are all utilized 
in this collection.

  » TARGET CONSUMER
Freeriders and mountain passionates, looking for products that protect their hands in every situation.



MOUNTAIN
The Mountain line introduces 
many new and restyled models 
which are the expression of big 
mountain riding and freeride. 
Only the highest quality 
materials, including ultra-soft 
leather combined with very 
innovative fabrics are used in 
this line.

22.23 COLLECTION
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BIG MOUNTAIN 
CODE: 2049UM | SIZE: S / XXL 

DESCRIPTION: The apex of research and technology in terms of warmth. Tested and developed by our athletes on the highest peaks on the planet. Its CV features 
over 11 peaks of 8,000m or more. 

WARMTH INDEX: 5000 - Extra Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Leather reinforcement patch INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Hydrofill FEATURES: Long adjustable cuff, Storm 
leash

ELASTIC CORD 
This elastic cord seals from the 
outside environment when the 
snow is deep and the weather 
is foul. The cuff goes completely 
over your jacket sleeve and 
cinch’s tight with the cord.

SILK LINING 
LEVEL is presenting a new silk 
lining in the women’s line which 
offers a great softness and 
increases thermal insulation.

REINFORCED LEATHER PALM 
Abrasion-resistant goat leather 
patches on palm and thumb 
finger for both stretch and 
durability.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An 
insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t 
hold water so it even keeps you 
warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good 
breathability.

STORM LEASH 
This cord is used to secure 
the glove to your hand with 
an adjustable plastic. A big 
advantage when you don’t want 
to wear gloves but want to keep 
them attached to the wrist.

LONG CUFF 
Long gauntlet-style glove offers 
higher insulation and seals out 
the cold very effectively thanks 
to a draw cord.
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ALASKA MITT
CODE: 2071UM | SIZE: 6,5 (XS) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: Super loaded mountain mitt... maximum warm and performance in any circumstance. 

WARMTH INDEX: 5000 - Extra Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant soft fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Swiss Wool, Silk lining with Polygiene treatment FEATURES: Safety 
leash, Zipped cuff, Hook&loop closure, Preformed glove, Nose cleaner

PREFORMED SHAPE 
This is a special anatomical 
construction that permits a 
preformed shape. The preformed 
shape reduces wrinkles on the 
palm and guarantees better fit 
and sensitivity.

POLYGIENE® 
With Polygiene® Stays Fresh 
Technology, enjoy fresh-all-day 
confidence. Polygiene makes 
your glove/mitten stay fresh!

CLOSING SYSTEM 
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.

SWISS WOOL 
This natural material is 
characterized by thin fibres 
which do not retain odours 
making this type of wool 
antimicrobial. Wool provides 
warmth and draws sweat 
away from the skin, keeping a 
sensation of dryness.

SAFETY STORM LEASH 
A new leash concept that offers 
an increased safety feature for 
riders and skiers.

SILK LINING 
LEVEL is presenting a new silk 
lining in the women’s line which 
offers a great softness and 
increases thermal insulation.
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RANGER
CODE: 2091UG | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: All mountain glove, in version 5 fingers and trigger mitt. Designed to be robust and warm, complete with adjustable leash and and I-Touch system. 
The design combines leather and fabric inserts. Practical pocket on the back. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Level Needle, Boa fleece inside DRY TECHNOLOGY: 
Membra-Therm Plus HIGHLIGHTS: I-Touch system FEATURES: Long cuff, Safety leash, Nose cleaner, H&R, Adjustable strap, Heater pocket

SAFETY STORM LEASH 
A new leash concept that offers an increased 
safety feature for riders and skiers.

I-TOUCH SYSTEM 
The “I-Touch” system allows you to use your 
smart phone without having to remove the 
glove.

MULTIFUNCTION POCKET 
Pocket positioned on the top of the glove. May 
be used to insert hand warmers, ski-pass or 
other small objects. If unzipped during warm 
days it allows better air circulation thanks to the 
inner mesh.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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RANGER TRIGGER
CODE: 2091UT | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: All mountain glove, in version 5 fingers and trigger mitt. Designed to be robust and warm, complete with adjustable leash and and I-Touch system. 
The design combines leather and fabric inserts. Practical pocket on the back. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Level Needle, Boa fleece inside DRY TECHNOLOGY: 
Membra-Therm Plus HIGHLIGHTS: I-Touch system FEATURES: Long cuff, Safety leash, Nose cleaner, Adjustable strap, Heater pocket

GOAT LEATHER PALM 
This tough and protective palm combines woven 
water-resistant micro fabric and goat leather for 
both stretch and durability, while a MEMBRA-
THERM PLUS waterproof and breathable insert 
keeps intruding moisture at bay.

CLIP-IN LOOP 
The clip-in loop can be used to secure your 
gloves to a backpack with the convenient 
supplied Carabiner.

POWDER CUFF 
This nylon cuff has a convenient adjustment for 
the closure around the wrist preventing snow 
from getting inside when riding powder.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.



BRUNO COMPAGNET
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RANGER MITT
CODE: 2091UM | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: All mountain glove, in version 5 fingers and trigger mitt. Designed to be robust and warm, complete with adjustable leash and and I-Touch system. 
The design combines leather and fabric inserts. Practical pocket on the back. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Level Needle, Boa fleece inside DRY TECHNOLOGY: 
Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Long cuff, Safety leash, Nose cleaner, Adjustable strap, Heater pocket

NOSE CLEANER 
Special velvet fabric placed on your thumb. 
Provides a gentle feeling when used as a nose 
wipe while riding or skiing.

CLIP-IN LOOP 
The clip-in loop can be used to secure your 
gloves to a backpack with the convenient 
supplied Carabiner.

POWDER CUFF 
This nylon cuff has a convenient adjustment for 
the closure around the wrist preventing snow 
from getting inside when riding powder.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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YETI MITT
CODE: 2085UM | SIZE: S / XL 

DESCRIPTION: Unique goose down mitt; extremely light, technical and very warm; the best choice for the mountain experience. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant soft fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Down (550 Filpower), Soft-touch lining with Polygiene treatment 
DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Long cuff, Safety leash, Elastic strap, Nose cleaner

POLYGIENE® 
Polygene® provides protection 
against body odors and more. 
Based on a silver salt solution. 
Sweat, heat and humidity is 
nourishment for bacteria and 
they will grow and die in ever-
increasing numbers.

ELASTIC CORD 
This elastic cord seals from the 
outside environment when the 
snow is deep and the weather 
is foul. The cuff goes completely 
over your jacket sleeve and 
cinch’s tight with the cord.

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used 
mainly for ski gloves in areas 
which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or 
between the thumb and index 
finger.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane 
insert that creates a waterproof 
barrier between exterior layer 
of the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes warmth 
and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

GOOSE DOWN 
High-fill power goose down 
represents the highest quality 
down commercially available. 
The down is isolated in small 
chambers so there is no fill 
migration; this ensures goose 
down even distribution and a 
great insulation performance.

SAFETY STORM LEASH 
A new leash concept that offers 
an increased safety feature for 
riders and skiers.
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PATROL
CODE: 2079UG | SIZE: 6,5 (XS) / 11 (4XL) 

DESCRIPTION: For all mountain addicts, super warm, waterproof and breathable. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant micro fabric INSULATION: Thinsulate™Platinum, Boa fleece inside DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: 
Safety leash, Long cuff, Adjustable strap, Nose cleaner

NOSE CLEANER 
Special velvet fabric placed on your thumb. 
Provides a gentle feeling when used as a nose 
wipe while riding or skiing.

SAFETY LEASH 
This cord is used to secure the glove to your 
hand with an elastic strap. A big advantage 
when you don’t want to wear gloves but want to 
keep them attached to the wrist.

THINSULATE™PLATINIUM 
The unique microfibers of Thinsulate™insulation 
are ten times smaller than the fibres of other 
synthetic insulations, which means they’re much 
more efficient at trapping air and keeping in the 
warmth.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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PATROL MITT
CODE: 2079UM | SIZE: 6,5 (XS) / 11 (4XL) 

DESCRIPTION: For all mountain addicts, super warm, waterproof and breathable. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant micro fabric INSULATION: Thinsulate™Platinum, Boa fleece inside DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: 
Safety leash, Long cuff, Adjustable strap, Nose cleaner

NOSE CLEANER 
Special velvet fabric placed on your thumb. 
Provides a gentle feeling when used as a nose 
wipe while riding or skiing.

SAFETY LEASH 
This cord is used to secure the glove to your 
hand with an elastic strap. A big advantage 
when you don’t want to wear gloves but want to 
keep them attached to the wrist.

THINSULATE™PLATINIUM 
The unique microfibers of Thinsulate™insulation 
are ten times smaller than the fibres of other 
synthetic insulations, which means they’re much 
more efficient at trapping air and keeping in the 
warmth.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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PATROL TRIGGER
CODE: 2079UT | SIZE: 6,5 (XS) / 11 (4XL) 

DESCRIPTION: For all mountain addicts, super warm, waterproof and breathable. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant micro fabric INSULATION: Thinsulate™Platinum, Boa fleece inside DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: 
Safety leash, Long cuff, Adjustable strap, Nose cleaner

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

BOA FLEECE INSIDE 
Made with boa fleece fabric, a perfect material 
for winter. This thick and warm fabric makes you 
feel like you’re wearing a comfortable blanket.

THINSULATE™PLATINIUM 
The unique microfibers of Thinsulate™insulation 
are ten times smaller than the fibres of other 
synthetic insulations, which means they’re much 
more efficient at trapping air and keeping in the 
warmth.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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OVERGLOVE THERMO-PLUS 5000 
CODE: 6050OM | SIZE: S / L 

DESCRIPTION: Over glove for gloves and mittens, designed to provide a surplus of warmth and comfort. A huge help in extreme conditions 

WARMTH INDEX: 5000 - Extra Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Leather reinforcement patch INSULATION: Level Needle, Knitted Brush FEATURES: Puller, Storm leash

LONG CUFF 
Long gauntlet-style glove offers higher 
insulation and seals out the cold very effectively 
thanks to a draw cord.

ELASTIC CORD 
This elastic cord seals from the outside 
environment when the snow is deep and the 
weather is foul. The cuff goes completely over 
your jacket sleeve and cinch’s tight with the 
cord.

PULLER 
A wider puller inserted in underside of cuff helps 
to properly wear the glove/mitten

GOAT LEATHER PALM 
This tough and protective palm combines 
woven waterresistant micro fabric and goat 
leather for both stretch and durability, while a 
MEMBRATHERM PLUS waterproof and breathable 
insert keeps intruding moisture at bay.
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OVERGLOVE THERMOPLUS 4000 
CODE: 6044OM | SIZE: S / L 

DESCRIPTION: Designed to provide warmth and comfort. A big help in extreme conditions. Easy to roll up and carry in a pocket for use when the weather turns 
bad. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant micro fabric INSULATION: Fiberfill, Knitted Brush DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Puller, Storm leash

THE PERFECT FIT 
By creating gloves in half sizes, LEVEL delivers 
the perfect fit and ensures correct insulation 
that leads to warm hands and happy days on 
snow!

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT 
The fabric is laminated with a process that 
permits to add a breathable waterproof 
membrane to the outer material, optimizing 
warmth and comfort while keeping the hands 
dry.

PULLER 
A wider puller inserted in underside of cuff helps 
to properly wear the glove/mitten

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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OVERGLOVE THERMO-PLUS 3000
CODE: 6019OM | SIZE: S / L 

DESCRIPTION: The shell can either be stowed or pulled over the fingers offering enough protection in all coldest/ wettest conditions, whilst keeping the fingers 
free and easily accessible to adjust zips or clothing. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric INSULATION: Fiberfill, Knitted Brush FEATURES: Puller, Storm leash, Special palm construction

WIND HOOD 
The wind hood can easily be attached to an 
elastic cord at the back of the hand. It creates 
full protection for the ride down where a Silicone 
printed palm maximizes the needed grip on 
your poles.

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT 
The fabric is laminated with a process that 
permits to add a breathable waterproof 
membrane to the outer material, optimizing 
warmth and comfort while keeping the hands 
dry.

PULLER 
A wider puller inserted in underside of cuff helps 
to properly wear the glove/mitten

EASY ACCESS 
Flip back the shell and free your fingers to play 
with your phone, camera without freezing your 
digits!
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OVERGLOVE JUNIOR
CODE: 6082OJ | SIZE: XS (Jr) / S (Jr) 

DESCRIPTION: Fits every glove or mitt with an extra layer of warm and comfort. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant sublimated fabric, INSULATION: Fiberfill, Hydrofill, FEATURES: Puller

THE PERFECT FIT 
By creating gloves in half sizes, LEVEL delivers 
the perfect fit and ensures correct insulation 
that leads to warm hands and happy days on 
snow!

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT 
The fabric is laminated with a process that 
permits to add a breathable waterproof 
membrane to the outer material, optimizing 
warmth and comfort while keeping the hands 
dry.

PULLER 
A wider puller inserted in underside of cuff helps 
to properly wear the glove/mitten

THERMOPLUS 4000 
THERMOPLUS is LEVELs certification and 
guarantee for outstanding insulation and heat 
retention of the natural warmth of the hands.



  » CATEGORY HIGHLIGHTS 
Built from the professional with features that can withstand everyday abuse in extreme weather, our 
Outdoor gloves & Mitts are designed for ultimate durability and high-end functionality.

  » TARGET CONSUMER
Designed for mountain lovers, from alpine climbers to ski mountaineers and snowshoeing enthusiasts, 
looking for insulation, dexterity and comfort.



MOUNTAIN 
LIGHT
Outdoor gloves for hiking, alpine 
ski touring, and other outdoor 
adventures. Perfect gloves that 
withstand tough abuse and are 
made  from our best materials.

22.23 COLLECTION
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TEMPEST I-TOUCH WS
CODE: 3412UG | SIZE: XS / XXL 

DESCRIPTION: Technical GORE-TEX Infinium Windstopper and I-ouch glove; it is the ultimate in versatility. Wear the GORE-TEX Infinium Windstopper liner as a 
spring, casual, or driving glove and use the wind and rain protection for temperature and weather changes. 

WARMTH INDEX: 2000 - Standard 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: GORE INFINIUM, Leather reinforcement patch INSULATION: Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX Infinium Windstopper HIGHLIGHTS: 
I-Touch system FEATURES: Short cuff, Wind&rain-cover pocket, Storm leash

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.

I-TOUCH SYSTEM 
The “I-Touch” system allows you 
to use your smart phone without 
having to remove the glove.

SILICONE PRINTED PALM 
A silicone pattern applied to 
the palm. Provides excellent 
waterproofing, improved 
sensitivity, and exceptional grip.

GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ 
Numb fingers can ruin any 
day. GORE-TEX INFINIUM™ 
WINDSTOPPER® gloves block 
all wind, making them ideal for 
skiing or snowboarding, or just 
spending a day out with friends.

WIND&RAIN COVER 
Created by LEVEL to improve 
wind and rain protection this 
technical feature is the perfect 
solution for temperature and 
weather changes

POCKET FOR COVER 
When not needed the Rain 
Cover can be easily stashed in 
the top-pocket.
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SKI ALPER
CODE: 3485UG | SIZE: XS / XXL 

DESCRIPTION: Technical windbreaker and I-Touch glove. Ideal for spring skiing or wintertime activities that require high dexterity, the LEVEL Ski Alper Glove 
features pre-curved finger construction for a natural fit and feel. 

WARMTH INDEX: 2000 - Standard 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: Wind breaker fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Polartec® Alpha, Merino Wool-Polypropylene lining DRY TECHNOLOGY: 
Partial wind breaker HIGHLIGHTS: I-Touch system FEATURES: Short cuff, Wind&rain-cover pocket, Watch window, Safety leash

WATCH PEEP HOLE 
The watch slot on the cuff, 
which tucks around the face of 
your watch, allows you to check 
time without exposing any part 
of your wrist to cold air.

I-TOUCH SYSTEM 
The “I-Touch” system allows you 
to use your smart phone without 
having to remove the glove.

SPECIFIC PALM CUT 
The improved palm-shape 
facilitates gripping ski poles and 
offers better sensibility

POLARTEC® ALPHA®  
Alpha® active insulation is 
engineered for consistent 
warmth, while allowing greater 
breathability during activity. This 
air exchange technology creates 
sustained comfort without 
shedding layers, which isn’t an 
option during a mission.

WIND&RAIN COVER 
Created by LEVEL to improve 
wind and rain protection this 
technical feature is the perfect 
solution for temperature and 
weather changes

SAFETY LEASH 
This cord is used to secure the 
glove to your hand with an 
elastic strap. A big advantage 
when you don’t want to wear 
gloves but want to keep them 
attached to the wrist.
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TOUR CABRIO MITT
CODE: 3490UM | SIZE: XS / XXL 

DESCRIPTION: Abrasion resistant foldable mitten with windbreaker fabric with I-Touch leather palm and water-resistant finish, ideal for alpine climbing, ski touring 
and snowshoeing. 

WARMTH INDEX: 2000 - Standard 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Wind breaker fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Primaloft®, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Partial wind breaker 
HIGHLIGHTS: I-Touch system FEATURES: Short cuff, Cabrio cover, Watch window, Safety leash

STOWABLE FLAP HOOD 
The Windbreaker Trilaminate 
wind hood can be easily 
flipped off in mild weather. 
Perfect when fishing, hunting 
photographing, or ski touring.

PRINTED PALM 
A sleek icon pattern applied 
to the hood palm for an extra 
touch.

I-TOUCH SYSTEM 
The “I-Touch” system allows you 
to use your smart phone without 
having to remove the glove.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An 
insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t 
hold water so it even keeps you 
warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good 
breathability.

SAFETY LEASH 
This cord is used to secure the 
glove to your hand with an 
elastic strap. A big advantage 
when you don’t want to wear 
gloves but want to keep them 
attached to the wrist.

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used 
mainly for ski gloves in areas 
which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or 
between the thumb and index 
finger.
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SKI ALPER LIGHT 
CODE: 3489UG | SIZE: XS / XXL 

DESCRIPTION: Designed to echo the insulating performance of the Ski Alper, the Light is more packable and built to keep your fingers toasty on ski tours and 
winter hikes. Merino insulation and a goat leather palm for added durability make the Ski Alper Light the perfect, lightweight, packable emergency piece to keep 
with you at all times.

WARMTH INDEX: 1000 - Light 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: Wind breaker fabric, Leather reinforcement patch INSULATION: Merino Wool-Polypropylene lining DRY TECHNOLOGY: Partial wind breaker 
HIGHLIGHTS: I-Touch system FEATURES: Short cuff, Cabrio cover, Watch window, Safety leash

WATCH PEEP HOLE 
The watch slot on the cuff, 
which tucks around the face of 
your watch, allows you to check 
time without exposing any part 
of your wrist to cold air.

I-TOUCH SYSTEM 
The “I-Touch” system allows you 
to use your smart phone without 
having to remove the glove.

SPECIFIC PALM CUT 
The improved palm-shape 
facilitates gripping ski poles and 
offers better sensibility

MERINO WOOL 
Merino wool lining keeps hands 
warm and dry and its natural 
temperature regulating ability 
is ideal for high performance 
sports activities.

WIND&RAIN COVER 
Created by LEVEL to improve 
wind and rain protection this 
technical feature is the perfect 
solution for temperature and 
weather changes

SAFETY LEASH 
This cord is used to secure the 
glove to your hand with an 
elastic strap. A big advantage 
when you don’t want to wear 
gloves but want to keep them 
attached to the wrist.
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BACK XC
CODE: 3495UG | SIZE: XS / XXL 

DESCRIPTION: The BACK XC glove is water-repellent, windproof and breathable, so not only will your hands be protected against the elements but moisture on 
the inside will escape to the outside. Plus, the non-slip palm is equipped with silicone imprints to ensure both a secure grip and durability. Ideal for cross country 
skiing, snowshoeing and winter running. 

WARMTH INDEX: 1000 - Light 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: Wind breaker fabric, Silicone printed palm DRY TECHNOLOGY: Partial wind breaker HIGHLIGHTS: I-Touch system FEATURES: Short cuff, 
Foam pads on palm

SILICONE PRINTED PALM 
A silicone pattern applied to the palm. Provides 
excellent waterproofing, improved sensitivity, 
and exceptional grip.

SNUG FIT 
Sublimated trilaminate material that provide a 
snug fit and high comfort.

I-TOUCH SYSTEM 
The “I-Touch” system allows you to use your 
smart phone without having to remove the 
glove.

INDEX REINFORCEMENT  
The leather index reinforcement protects against 
tearing. This light glove is specifically indicated 
for cross-country skiing and Nordic Walking.
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TRAIL POLARTEC I-TOUCH
CODE: 3451UG | SIZE: XS / XXL 

DESCRIPTION: Multi sport Polartec®  I-Touch glove; incredibly versatile with its rain cover. 

WARMTH INDEX: 1000 - Light 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: Polartec®, Leather reinforcement patch INSULATION: Polartec® HIGHLIGHTS: I-Touch system FEATURES: Short cuff, Wind&rain-cover pocket

WIND&RAIN COVER 
Created by LEVEL to improve wind and rain 
protection this technical feature is the perfect 
solution for temperature and weather changes

TECHNICAL PALM 
Leather reinforcement patch as silicone drops 
provide a secure grip. Digital material on the 
index finger allows for gloves-on touch screen 
functionality.

I-TOUCH SYSTEM 
The “I-Touch” system allows you to use your 
smart phone without having to remove the 
glove.

POLARTEC® 
Polartec® Power Stretch® fabric features 4-way 
stretch and it is very breathable. It provides 
warmth without weight. The 4-Way stretch 
system provides unrestricted freedom of 
movement.
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TOURING 
CODE: 3457UG | SIZE: XS / XXL 

DESCRIPTION: The faithful companions for your next vertical climb: The new TOURING GLOVE has been specially developed for demanding ski touring excursions 
and long climbs. The Polartec® fiber guarantees good insulation even on cold days. 

WARMTH INDEX: 1000 - Light 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: Polartec®, Leather reinforcement patch INSULATION: Polartec® HIGHLIGHTS: I-Touch system FEATURES: Short cuff, Foam pads on palm

SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.

LEATHER PALM PATCH 
Goat leather palm patches offer a secure grip on 
poles, dog leashes and apre’s beers.

I-TOUCH SYSTEM 
The “I-Touch” system allows you to use your 
smart phone without having to remove the 
glove.

POLARTEC® 
Polartec® Power Stretch® fabric features 4-way 
stretch and it is very breathable. It provides 
warmth without weight. The 4-Way stretch 
system provides unrestricted freedom of 
movement.
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STRIDER
CODE: 3484UG | SIZE: XS / XXL 

DESCRIPTION: The STRIDER is a lightweight mitt, ideal for winter aerobic activities. It is equipped with a flap that allows you to uncover your fingers (thumb 
excluded) for precision operations. The system is practical and fast. The Stretch fleece fabric is resistant to atmospheric agents and the printed palm offers great 
grip. 

WARMTH INDEX: 1000 - Light 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: Stretch fleece fabric, Silicone printed palm HIGHLIGHTS: I-Touch system FEATURES: Short cuff, Wind&rain-cover pocket

SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.

SILICONE PRINTED PALM 
A silicone pattern applied to the palm. Provides 
excellent waterproofing, improved sensitivity, 
and exceptional grip.

I-TOUCH SYSTEM 
The “I-Touch” system allows you to use your 
smart phone without having to remove the 
glove.

WIND&RAIN COVER 
Created by LEVEL to improve wind and rain 
protection this technical feature is the perfect 
solution for temperature and weather changes
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SPIDER PLUS
CODE: 3481UG | SIZE: XS / XXL 

DESCRIPTION: A multi-use slim glove with stretch wind&rain cover. Touch screen friendly. 

WARMTH INDEX: 1000 - Light 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: Stretch fleece fabric, Silicone printed palm HIGHLIGHTS: I-Touch system FEATURES: Short cuff, Wind&rain-cover pocket

SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.

SILICONE PRINTED PALM 
A silicone pattern applied to the palm. Provides 
excellent waterproofing, improved sensitivity, 
and exceptional grip.

I-TOUCH SYSTEM 
The “I-Touch” system allows you to use your 
smart phone without having to remove the 
glove.

STRETCH FLEECE FABRIC 
Stretch fleece on back of hand with nylon on 
the face for durability and polyester next to skin 
for comfort.
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I-HIGHLAND
CODE: 3465UG | SIZE: S / XXL 

DESCRIPTION: I-touch glove for all use. 

WARMTH INDEX: 1000 - Light 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: Stretch fleece fabric HIGHLIGHTS: I-Touch system FEATURES: Soft patch reinforce on palm

SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.

LEATHER PALM PATCH 
Goat leather palm patches offer a secure grip on 
poles, dog leashes and apre’s beers.

I-TOUCH SYSTEM 
The “I-Touch” system allows you to use your 
smart phone without having to remove the 
glove.

STRETCH FLEECE FABRIC 
Stretch fleece on back of hand with nylon on 
the face for durability and polyester next to skin 
for comfort
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SPIDER
CODE: 3482UG | SIZE: XS / XXL 

DESCRIPTION: Great stretch windproof glove! Multi use and multi sport. Reflective print

WARMTH INDEX: 1000 - Light 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: Stretch fleece fabric HIGHLIGHTS: I-Touch system FEATURES: Short cuff

SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.

I-TOUCH SYSTEM 
The “I-Touch” system allows you to use your 
smart phone without having to remove the 
glove.

STRETCH FLEECE FABRIC 
Stretch fleece with nylon on the face for 
durability and polyester next to skin for comfort

REFLECTIVE PRINT 
A silicone print applied on the back that reflects 
light.
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SILK 
CODE: 3480UG | SIZE: XS / L 

DESCRIPTION: Under glove in silk, warm and great feeling. 

WARMTH INDEX: 1000 - Light 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: Silk fabric FEATURES: Short cuff

MERINO  
CODE: 3483UG | SIZE: XS / L 

DESCRIPTION: Under glove in Merino wool. Soft, warm and resistant. 

WARMTH INDEX: 1000 - Light 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: Merino fabric (260 g),  FEATURES: Short cuff



  » CATEGORY HIGHLIGHTS

  » The LEVEL Trend Collection is a crossover line that utilizes technical elements and construction fea-
tures like reinforced palm, finger tips, and high breathability, with warmth, softness and comfort. This 
line is inspired by the new fresh trends in skiing and snowboarding. Many of these products were the 
results of LEVEL riders requests.

  » TARGET CONSUMER
Freestylers, young snowboarders and skiers, looking for style & design, durability and performance. 



TREND
LEVEL trend line is a crossover 
line that unites all the technical 
and construction features 
of a snowboard gloves like 
reinforced palm, finger tips, and 
high breathability, with warmth, 
softness and comfort typical of 
ski product. This line is inspired 
by the new movement in skiing 
and snowboarding; it is the 
results of LEVEL riders requests.

22.23 COLLECTION
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REXFORD SNEAKER 
CODE: 5002UM | SIZE: 6,5 (XS) / 10,5 (3XL) 

DESCRIPTION: The latest LEVEL invention, super-styled sneaker like design; extra warm, super soft and newest style, nothing to compare! 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Short cuff, Full 
adjustable fit, Storm leash

REINFORCED LEATHER PALM 
Abrasion-resistant goat leather patches on palm 
and index finger for both stretch and durability.

THUMB PADDING 
Thumb padding for added impact protection and 
better flexibility.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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ARTIST DESIGN
B-SIMO

ARTIST DESIGN
B-SIMO

ARTIST DESIGN
B-SIMO

VERTIGO PRO MITT
CODE: 2375UM | SIZE: XS / XXL 

DESCRIPTION: The LEVEL VERTIGO mitt takes a fully waterproof, relaxed-fit snowboarding mitt and adds incredible packability. The 100% waterproof and 
breathable Membra-Therm Plus insert and Level Loft insulation shield you from the winter elements, while the Waterproof goat leather palm make it packable and 
durable enough for frigid days in the backcountry. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant sublimated fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Level Loft, Light fleece DRY TECHNOLOGY: 
Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Short neoprene cuff, Hook&loop closure, Storm leash

EMBOSSED DETAILS 
A sleek LEVEL patch with embossed details for 
an extra touch.

STORM LEASH 
This cord is used to secure the glove to your 
hand with an adjustable plastic. A big advantage 
when you don’t want to wear gloves but want to 
keep them attached to the wrist.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.
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ROVER 
CODE: 2220UG | SIZE: 6,5 (XS) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: Designed and developed by the LEVEL Pro Team. A soft goat leather, mixed with resistant fabric for a great freeride glove! 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Short neoprene 
cuff, Hook&loop closure, Storm leash

LASER DETAILS 
Laser-etched shield logo on distressed leather 
for a rugged vintage look.

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used mainly for ski 
gloves in areas which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or between the 
thumb and index finger.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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ROVER MITT
CODE: 2220UM | SIZE: 6,5 (XS) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: Designed and developed by the LEVEL Pro Team. A soft goat leather, mixed with resistant fabric for a great freeride glove! 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Short neoprene 
cuff, Hook&loop closure, Storm leash

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

EMBOSSED DETAILS 
A sleek LEVEL patch with embossed details for 
an extra touch.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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SHAMAN
CODE: 2374UG | SIZE: XS / XL 

DESCRIPTION: For deep laps at the ski area, remote backcountry tours and everything in between, the SHAMAN merges the minimalist functionality of your 
favorite work mitt with a warm, water-resistant and super-durable construction. Featuring a super-tough goat leather shell with a Membra-Therm Plus waterproof 
insert and a neoprene cuff for a clean and comfortable under-the-cuff seal against snow. 

WARMTH INDEX: 2000 - Standard 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather INSULATION: Fiberfill, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Short neoprene cuff, Puller, 
Storm leash

PULLER 
A wider puller inserted in underside of cuff helps 
to properly wear the glove/mitten

EMBOSSED DETAILS 
A sleek LEVEL patch with embossed details for 
an extra touch.

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used mainly for ski 
gloves in areas which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or between the 
thumb and index finger.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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SHAMAN MITT
CODE: 2374UM | SIZE: XS / XL 

DESCRIPTION: For deep laps at the ski area, remote backcountry tours and everything in between, the SHAMAN merges the minimalist functionality of your 
favorite work mitt with a warm, water-resistant and super-durable construction. Featuring a super-tough goat leather shell with a Membra-Therm Plus waterproof 
insert and a neoprene cuff for a clean and comfortable under-the-cuff seal against snow. 

WARMTH INDEX: 2000 - Standard 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather INSULATION: Fiberfill, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Short neoprene cuff, Puller, 
Storm leash

SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.

EMBOSSED DETAILS 
A sleek LEVEL patch with embossed details for 
an extra touch.

REINFORCED LEATHER PALM 
Abrasion-resistant goat leather patches on palm 
and index finger for both stretch and durability.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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JOY
CODE: 2372WG | SIZE: XS / L 

DESCRIPTION: A supple and warm glove made entirely of goat leather with a waterproof Membra-Therm Plus insert. The JOY’s shell features a fixed fleece lining 
for added warmth and a neoprene cuff for a clean and comfortable under-the-cuff seal against snow. 

WARMTH INDEX: 2000 - Standard 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather INSULATION: Fiberfill, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Short neoprene cuff, Puller, 
Storm leash

EMBROIDERY DETAILS 
A sleek embroidered pattern with embossed 
details for a fashionable look.

SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.

REINFORCED LEATHER PALM 
Abrasion-resistant goat leather patches on palm 
and index finger for both stretch and durability.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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JOY MITT
CODE: 2372WM | SIZE: XS / L 

DESCRIPTION: A supple and warm mitten made entirely of goat leather with a waterproof Membra-Therm Plus insert. The JOY’s shell features a fixed fleece lining 
for added warmth and a neoprene cuff for a clean and comfortable under-the-cuff seal against snow. 

WARMTH INDEX: 2000 - Standard 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather INSULATION: Fiberfill, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Short neoprene cuff, Puller, 
Storm leash

PULLER 
A wider puller inserted in underside of cuff helps 
to properly wear the glove/mitten

EMBOSSED DETAILS 
A sleek LEVEL patch with embossed details for 
an extra touch.

REINFORCED LEATHER PALM 
Abrasion-resistant goat leather patches on palm 
and index finger for both stretch and durability.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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SAFETY LEASH 
This cord is used to secure the glove to your 
hand with an elastic strap. A big advantage 
when you don’t want to wear gloves but want to 
keep them attached to the wrist.

SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.

GORE-TEX INSIDE 
If you want to spend the whole day out, you 
want to avoid numb fingers. Even in harsh, cold 
conditions the whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material is optimized to 
keep your hands warmer for longer.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

SUBURBAN GTX
CODE: 2334UG | SIZE: 6,5 (XS) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: LEVEL’s most popular pipe glove now also with GORE-TEX technology, built to last. 

WARMTH INDEX: 2000 - Standard 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather INSULATION: Black fleece DRY TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX FEATURES: Short cuff, Adjustable strap, Storm leash, Nose 
cleaner
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SUBURBAN
CODE: 2339UG | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: LEVEL’s most popular pipe glove, best fit and built to last. 

WARMTH INDEX: 2000 - Standard 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: Water resistant stretch fabric, Silicone printed palm INSULATION: Light fleece FEATURES: Short cuff, Hook&loop closure, Nose cleaner, Storm 
leash

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

SUBLIMATED DESIGN 
Different motifs are digitally printed on both 
shells for a trendy-inspired glove.

SILICONE PRINTED PALM 
A silicone pattern applied to the palm. Provides 
excellent waterproofing, improved sensitivity, 
and exceptional grip.

METAL LOGO 
LEVEL metal logo featuring sleek embossed 
accents. Very glamorous and sophisticated.
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SUBURBAN MITT
CODE: 2339UM | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: LEVEL’s most popular pipe glove, best fit and built to last. 

WARMTH INDEX: 2000 - Standard 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: Water resistant stretch fabric, Silicone printed palm INSULATION: Level Loft, Light fleece FEATURES: Short cuff, Hook&loop closure, Nose 
cleaner, Storm leash

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

SUBLIMATED DESIGN 
Different motifs are digitally printed on both 
shells for a trendy-inspired glove.

SILICONE PRINTED PALM 
A silicone pattern applied to the palm. Provides 
excellent waterproofing, improved sensitivity, 
and exceptional grip.

METAL LOGO 
LEVEL metal logo featuring sleek embossed 
accents. Very glamorous and sophisticated.
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SUBURBAN ORIGINAL
CODE: 2415UG | SIZE: S / XL 

DESCRIPTION: The model that made history in snow parks around the world. Artilleryfor urban warfare! 

WARMTH INDEX: 2000 - Standard 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: Water resistant stretch fabric, Silicone printed palm INSULATION: Light fleece FEATURES: Short cuff, Hook&loop closure, Nose cleaner, Storm 
leash

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT 
The fabric is laminated with a process that 
permits to add a breathable waterproof 
membrane to the outer material, optimizing 
warmth and comfort while keeping the hands 
dry.

SILICONE PRINTED PALM 
A silicone pattern applied to the palm. Provides 
excellent waterproofing, improved sensitivity, 
and exceptional grip.

NOSE CLEANER 
Special velvet fabric placed on your thumb. 
Provides a gentle feeling when used as a nose 
wipe while riding or skiing.
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SEVENTIES
CODE: 2359UG | SIZE: XS / XXL 

DESCRIPTION: Clean, fresh design. Optimal fit facilitated by ‘easy on’ leash on the cuff. 

WARMTH INDEX: 2000 - Standard 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather INSULATION: Fiberfill, Black fleece DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Short cuff, Puller, Storm 
leash

EMBOSSED DETAILS 
A sleek LEVEL patch with embossed details for 
an extra touch.

REINFORCED LEATHER PALM 
Abrasion-resistant goat leather patches on palm 
and index finger for both stretch and durability.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

PULLER 
A wider puller inserted in underside of cuff helps 
to properly wear the glove/mitten
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RAGETTLI

PRO RIDER MITT
CODE: 2361UM | CODE LOBSTER: 2361UT | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: A favorite of LEVEL’s pro team, a super stylish pipe glove built to perform. 

WARMTH INDEX: 2000 - Standard 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: Water resistant sublimated fabric, Silicone printed palm INSULATION: Fiberfill, Wind Breaker Lining DRY TECHNOLOGY: Wind Breaker 
FEATURES: Short cuff, Sublimation on back & palm

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

LEATHER OR SILICONE PALM 
Two different solutions. The silicone printed palm 
offers great grips and top performance while the 
leather one provides improved sensitivity and 
higher insulation.

ASYMMETRICAL DESIGN 
Two different motifs are digitally printed on both 
shells for a trendy-inspired glove.

WIND BREAKER LINING 
A thin fabric lining designed to resist wind chill 
and light rain. It is of lightweight construction 
and made of a synthetic material.



COLINE BALLET-BAZ
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WB
CODE: 2398UG | SIZE: XS / XXL 

DESCRIPTION: Minimal, contemporary design. Optimal fit facilitated by ‘easy on’ leash on the cuff. 

WARMTH INDEX: 2000 - Standard 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: Stretch Water resistant fabric , Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Fiberfill, Hydrofill FEATURES: Short cuff, Puller, Storm leash

SPECIFIC PALM CUT 
The improved palm-shape facilitates gripping ski 
poles and offers better sensibility.

PULLER 
A wider puller inserted in underside of cuff helps 
to properly wear the glove/mitten

EMBOSSED - EMBROIDERY LOGO 
A sleek LEVEL patch with embossed or 
embroidered logo for an extra touch.

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used mainly for ski 
gloves in areas which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or between the 
thumb and index finger.
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THOMAS
FEURSTEIN

ARTIST DESIGN
B-SIMO

ARTIST DESIGN
B-SIMO

WEB
CODE: 2380UG | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: Pipe great value glove, 4-way stretch material; one of level park and pipe favorite. Light weight and so stylish. 

WARMTH INDEX: 1000 - Light 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: Water resistant sublimated fabric, Silicone printed palm INSULATION: Hydrofill FEATURES: Short cuff, Sublimation on back & palm

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

DOTS SILICONE PALM 
A silicone pattern applied to the palm. Provides 
excellent waterproofing, improved sensitivity, 
and exceptional grip.

ASYMMETRICAL DESIGN 
Two different motifs are digitally printed on both 
shells for a trendy-inspired glove.

THE PERFECT FIT 
By creating gloves in half sizes, LEVEL delivers 
the perfect fit and ensures correct insulation 
that leads to warm hands and happy days on 
snow!
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RALPH
WELPONER

WEB MITT
CODE WEB: 2380UM | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: Pipe great value glove, 4 way stretch material; one of LEVEL park and pipe favorite. Light weight and so stylish. 

WARMTH INDEX: 1000 - Light 

FIT: Slim MATERIAL: Water resistant sublimated fabric, Silicone printed palm INSULATION: Hydrofill FEATURES: Short cuff, Sublimation on back & palm

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

DOTS SILICONE PALM 
A silicone pattern applied to the palm. Provides 
excellent waterproofing, improved sensitivity, 
and exceptional grip.

ASYMMETRICAL DESIGN 
Two different motifs are digitally printed on both 
shells for a trendy-inspired glove.

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT 
The fabric is laminated with a process that 
permits to add a breathable waterproof 
membrane to the outer material, optimizing 
warmth and comfort while keeping the hands 
dry.



  » CATEGORY HIGHLIGHTS 
The Bliss collection was specifically designed by women for women. This Collection is an effort to 
marry fashion and warmth. Its Warmer, Dryer, Softer, Ultra-breathable, Fashionable, and unimaginably 
comfortable. Several of the models come with a “Warmth Guarantee”

  » TARGET CONSUMER
Women of all ages looking for style and fashion even considering warmth and comfort the priority.



WOMEN’S 
BLISS 
SIGNATURE
The Bliss line, specially designed 
by women for women who love 
snow. LEVEL used its first hand 
experience as well as input 
from a diverse group of female 
riders and skiers to develop a 
line of women’s gloves and mitts 
unlike any other: warmer, dryer, 
softer, ultra-breathable, and 
unimaginably comfortable.

22.23 COLLECTION
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FLAMES MITT
CODE: 8107WM | SIZE: XS / L 

DESCRIPTION: Innovative and extra warm mountain mitten, Woman special cut. Preformed shape and modern look. Warmest performance in any condition as the 
first Woman 5000 Thermoplus in LEVEL warmth certification. 

WARMTH INDEX: 5000 - Extra Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Water resistant sheep leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Cashmere lining DRY TECHNOLOGY: 
Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Long fur cuff, Powder cuff, Storm leash

COZY FUR 
Stay warm and cosy. A thick fur cuff for optimum 
warmth and comfort. This model is ideal for 
adding a touch of glamour to your winter looks.

CASHMERE LINING 
Cashmere is usually indicated by an incredibly 
soft finish, which is a result of delicate fibres 
that are almost silky to the touch. This sought-
after fabric is made in Italy using advanced 
technologies and is three times more insulating 
than sheep wool.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

CONSTRUCTION 3D 
This is a special anatomical construction that 
permits a preformed shape. The preformed 
shape reduces wrinkles on the palm and 
guarantees better fit and sensitivity.
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ARTIST DESIGN
ELSA GRACE

ARTIST DESIGN
ELSA GRACE

DUSTY MITT
CODE: 8136WM | SIZE: XS / L 

DESCRIPTION: When cutting-edge design meets technology. Soft sheepskin, above average warmth and guaranteed water resistance thanks to its waterproof 
insert. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant sheep leather, Water resistant sheep leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Soft-touch lining with Polygiene 
treatment DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Fur cuff, Metal studs decoration, Leather with crocodile pattern, Storm leash

METAL STUDS 
Metal studs and sleek alligator pattern leather 
for a glint-inspired mitten.

COZY FUR 
Stay warm and cosy. A thick fur cuff for optimum 
warmth and comfort. This model is ideal for 
adding a touch of glamour to your winter looks.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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CASHMERE LINING 
Cashmere is usually indicated by an incredibly 
soft finish, which is a result of delicate fibres 
that are almost silky to the touch. This sought-
after fabric is made in Italy using advanced 
technologies and is three times more insulating 
than sheep wool.

POWDER CUFF 
This nylon cuff has a convenient adjustment for 
the closure around the wrist preventing snow 
from getting inside when riding powder.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

OASIS PLUS
CODE: 8144WG | SIZE: XS / L 

DESCRIPTION: Among our top sellers and all-time classic models, updated with a new look and technical characteristics. Primaloft® padding and Cashmere lining 
ensure maximum warmth and comfort. THERMOPLUS 5000. 

WARMTH INDEX: 5000 - Extra Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant stretch micro nylon, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Cashmere lining DRY TECHNOLOGY: 
Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Long fur cuff, Storm leash, Adjustable strap, Powder cuff
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OASIS PLUS MITT
CODE: 8144WM | SIZE: XS / L 

DESCRIPTION: Among our top sellers and all-time classic models, updated with a new look and technical characteristics. Primaloft® padding and Cashmere lining 
ensure maximum warmth and comfort. THERMOPLUS 5000. 

WARMTH INDEX: 5000 - Extra Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant stretch micro nylon, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Cashmere lining DRY TECHNOLOGY: 
Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Long fur cuff, Storm leash, Adjustable strap, Powder cuff

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used mainly for ski 
gloves in areas which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or between the 
thumb and index finger.

STORM LEASH 
This cord is used to secure the glove to your 
hand with an adjustable plastic. A big advantage 
when you don’t want to wear gloves but want to 
keep them attached to the wrist.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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COCO MITT
CODE: 8104WM | SIZE: XS / L 

DESCRIPTION: This is a revisitation of a classic for the LEVEL house. The new COCO mitt is a super warm mitten, refined with attention to details...100% sure of 
herself. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant sheep leather, Water resistant sheep leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Silk lining with Polygiene treatment 
DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Fur short cuff, Storm leash

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

COZY FUR 
Stay warm and cosy. A thick fur cuff for optimum 
warmth and comfort. This model is ideal for 
adding a touch of glamour to your winter looks.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

POLYGIENE® 
Polygene® provides protection against body 
odors and more. Based on a silver salt solution. 
Sweat, heat and humidity is nourishment for 
bacteria and they will grow and die in ever-
increasing numbers.
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DAKOTA    
CODE: 8109WM | SIZE: XS / L 

DESCRIPTION: Yet another innovative design from LEVEL. After great success of the “sneaker” design, LEVEL has brought out the “outdoor shoe”. Elegant yet 
curious, patented design. This glove is sure to give maximum performance in terms of warmth and comfort. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: 
Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Fur cuff, Adjustable back-fit, Storm leash

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

COZY FUR 
Stay warm and cosy. A thick fur cuff for optimum 
warmth and comfort. This model is ideal for 
adding a touch of glamour to your winter looks.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

SHOE LACES FIT 
Adjustable laces clipped together with a secure 
locking, to tighten or loosen, simply adjust the 
locking device for the desired fit.
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MUMMIES MITT
CODE: 8125WM | SIZE: XS / L 

DESCRIPTION: Known as the warmer mitten on the market, this unique style is a level best seller. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Reinforced leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Silk lining with Polygiene treatment FEATURES: Long 
fur cuff, Storm leash, Powder cuff

POLYGIENE® 
Polygene® provides protection against body 
odors and more. Based on a silver salt solution. 
Sweat, heat and humidity is nourishment for 
bacteria and they will grow and die in ever-
increasing numbers.

COZY FUR 
Stay warm and cosy. A thick fur cuff for optimum 
warmth and comfort. This model is ideal for 
adding a touch of glamour to your winter looks.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

SILK LINING 
LEVEL is presenting a new silk lining in the 
women’s line which offers a great softness and 
increases thermal insulation.
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VENUS    
CODE: 8174WG | SIZE: XS / L 

DESCRIPTION: A unique design, for all-mountain riding woman enriched with style. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Soft-touch lining with Polygiene treatment 
DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Cuff with fur inside, Storm leash, Adjustable strap

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

COZY FUR 
Stay warm and cosy. A thick fur cuff for optimum 
warmth and comfort. This model is ideal for 
adding a touch of glamour to your winter looks.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

POLYGIENE® 
Polygene® provides protection against body 
odors and more. Based on a silver salt solution. 
Sweat, heat and humidity is nourishment for 
bacteria and they will grow and die in ever-
increasing numbers.
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VENUS MITT    
CODE: 8174WM | SIZE: XS / L 

DESCRIPTION: A unique design, for all-mountain riding woman enriched with style. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Soft-touch lining with Polygiene treatment 
DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Cuff with fur inside, Storm leash, Adjustable strap

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

STORM LEASH 
This cord is used to secure the glove to your 
hand with an adjustable plastic. A big advantage 
when you don’t want to wear gloves but want to 
keep them attached to the wrist.
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SIBERIAN MITT
CODE: 8170WM | SIZE: XS / L 

DESCRIPTION: Fresh, sexy unconventional Bliss mitt! Fun and warm. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Fur fabric, Silicone printed palm INSULATION: Level Loft, Fleece DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Short neoprene 
cuff, Storm leash

STORM LEASH 
This cord is used to secure the glove to your 
hand with an adjustable plastic. A big advantage 
when you don’t want to wear gloves but want to 
keep them attached to the wrist.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

SILICONE PRINTED PALM 
A silicone pattern applied to the palm. Provides 
excellent waterproofing, improved sensitivity, 
and exceptional grip.

NEOPRENE SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.
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ARTIST DESIGN
B-SIMO

CORAL MITT
CODE: 8178WM | SIZE: XS / L 

DESCRIPTION: This model is the cold weather choice of Bliss’s pro team. The perfect combo of style, warmth and functionality. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant sublimated fabric, Silicone printed palm INSULATION: Level Loft, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus 
FEATURES: Stretch-knit cuff, Storm leash

SILICONE PRINTED PALM 
A silicone pattern applied to the palm. Provides 
excellent waterproofing, improved sensitivity, 
and exceptional grip.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT 
The fabric is laminated with a process that 
permits to add a breathable waterproof 
membrane to the outer material, optimizing 
warmth and comfort while keeping the hands 
dry.

SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.



  » CATEGORY HIGHLIGHTS 
This Women’s Alpine line represents the essential of LEVEL spirit; filled with functions, clean design and 
intelligent details for skiers and riders who enjoy winter and search for warmth and comfort.

  » TARGET CONSUMER
From beginner to performance women, looking for warmth, quality and comfort to enjoy every moment 
spend on snow. 



WOMEN’S 
ALPINE
This Women’s Alpine line 
represents the essential of LEVEL 
spirit; filled with functions, clean 
design and intelligent details 
for skiers and riders who enjoy 
winter and search for warmth 
and comfort.

22.23 COLLECTION
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MAYA
CODE: 3237WG | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L) 

DESCRIPTION: A sports fashion glove made of supple goat leather. The warm Primaloft® insulation keeps your digits happy on bone-chilling days and creates a 
very soft and comfortable fit. A must try! 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant goat leather, Suede & Silicon print reinforcement INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Soft-touch lining with Polygiene 
treatment DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Short neoprene cuff, Adjustable strap

SILICONE PRINT REINFORCEMENT 
Reinforced synthetic leather palm with black 
silicone patterned dots that provide durability 
and excellent grip.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.
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MAYA MITT
CODE: 3237WM | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L) 

DESCRIPTION: A sports fashion glove made of supple goat leather. The warm Primaloft® insulation keeps your digits happy on bone-chilling days and creates a 
very soft and comfortable fit. A must try! 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant goat leather, Suede & Silicon print reinforcement INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Soft-touch lining with Polygiene 
treatment DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Short neoprene cuff, Adjustable strap

SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.

POLYGIENE® 
Polygene® provides protection against body 
odors and more. Based on a silver salt solution. 
Sweat, heat and humidity is nourishment for 
bacteria and they will grow and die in ever-
increasing numbers.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.
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I -SUPER RADIATOR W GTX
CODE: 3234WG | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L) 

DESCRIPTION: Women’s favorite product! The ultimate defense against the harshest winter elements…super warm, waterproof, with exceptional breathability. 
Features GORE-TEX, Primaloft® insulation, wool lining and I-Touch technology. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant micro fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Silver lining, Hydrofill with Polygiene 
Treatment DRY TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX HIGHLIGHTS: I-Touch system FEATURES: Short cuff, Hook&loop closure, Stretch fabric

METAL LOGO 
LEVEL metal logo featuring sleek embossed 
accents. Very glamorous and sophisticated.

POLYGIENE® 
Polygene® provides protection against body 
odors and more. Based on a silver salt solution. 
Sweat, heat and humidity is nourishment for 
bacteria and they will grow and die in ever-
increasing numbers.

SILVER LINING 
Little silver dots reflect and retain the warmth 
your body generates, while dissipating moisture 
and excess heat.

GORE-TEX INSIDE 
If you want to spend the whole day out, you 
want to avoid numb fingers. Even in harsh, cold 
conditions the whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material is optimized to 
keep your hands warmer for longer.
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SUPER RADIATOR W MITT GTX
CODE: 3234WM | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L) 

DESCRIPTION: Women’s favorite product! The ultimate defense against the harshest winter elements…super warm, waterproof, with exceptional breathability. 
Features GORE-TEX, Primaloft® insulation, wool lining and I-Touch technology. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant micro fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Silver lining, Hydrofill with Polygiene 
Treatment DRY TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX FEATURES: Short cuff, Hook&loop closure, Stretch fabric

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used mainly for ski 
gloves in areas which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or between the 
thumb and index finger.

POLYGIENE® 
Polygene® provides protection against body 
odors and more. Based on a silver salt solution. 
Sweat, heat and humidity is nourishment for 
bacteria and they will grow and die in ever-
increasing numbers.

GORE-TEX INSIDE 
If you want to spend the whole day out, you 
want to avoid numb fingers. Even in harsh, cold 
conditions the whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material is optimized to 
keep your hands warmer for longer.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.
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ULTRALITE W MITT
CODE: 3254WM | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L) 

DESCRIPTION: Unique Goose down mitt, extremely light, puffy, warm and fashion look. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant soft fabric, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Down (550 Filpower), Level Loft, Soft-touch lining with Polygiene 
treatment DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Fur cuff, Adjustable strap

PREFORMED FINGERS 
This is a special anatomical construction that 
permits a preformed shape. The preformed 
shape reduces wrinkles on the palm and 
guarantees better fit and sensitivity.

COZY FUR 
Stay warm and cosy. A thick fur cuff for optimum 
warmth and comfort. This model is ideal for 
adding a touch of glamour to your winter looks.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

GOOSE DOWN 
High-fill power goose down represents the 
highest quality down commercially available. 
The down is isolated in small chambers so 
there is no fill migration; this ensures goose 
down even distribution and a great insulation 
performance.
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IRIS W
CODE: 3265WG | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L) 

DESCRIPTION: A glove with super soft leather which is elegant and sporty at the same time, with Primaloft® padding and membrane: what could you want more? 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant sheep leather, Water resistant fabric INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Soft-touch lining with Polygiene treatment 
DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Fur cuff, Zipped cuff

THE PERFECT FIT 
By creating gloves in half sizes, LEVEL delivers 
the perfect fit and ensures correct insulation 
that leads to warm hands and happy days on 
snow!

POLYGIENE® 
Polygene® provides protection against body 
odors and more. Based on a silver salt solution. 
Sweat, heat and humidity is nourishment for 
bacteria and they will grow and die in ever-
increasing numbers.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.
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IRIS W MITT
CODE: 3265WM | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L) 

DESCRIPTION: A mitt with super soft leather which is elegant and sporty at the same time, with Primaloft® padding and membrane: what could you want more? 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant sheep leather, Water resistant fabric INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Soft-touch lining with Polygiene treatment 
DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Fur cuff, Zipped cuff

COZY FUR 
Stay warm and cosy. A thick fur cuff for optimum 
warmth and comfort. This model is ideal for 
adding a touch of glamour to your winter looks.

POLYGIENE® 
Polygene® provides protection against body 
odors and more. Based on a silver salt solution. 
Sweat, heat and humidity is nourishment for 
bacteria and they will grow and die in ever-
increasing numbers.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.
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ASTRA W GTX
CODE: 3339WG | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L) 

DESCRIPTION: Sporty, modern, technical glove with an ergonomic fit at an exceptional price. The GORE-TEX membrane guarantees waterproof protection. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant stretch micro nylon INSULATION: Level Needle, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX FEATURES: Fur cuff

LEVEL NEEDLE 
Compact but high performance insulation made 
of microfibers that offers warmth and resistance 
in all winter conditions.

METAL LOGO 
LEVEL metal logo featuring sleek embossed 
accents. Very glamorous and sophisticated.

COZY FUR 
Stay warm and cosy. A thick fur cuff for optimum 
warmth and comfort. This model is ideal for 
adding a touch of glamour to your winter looks.

GORE-TEX INSIDE 
If you want to spend the whole day out, you 
want to avoid numb fingers. Even in harsh, cold 
conditions the whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material is optimized to 
keep your hands warmer for longer.
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ASTRA W MITT GTX
CODE: 3339WM | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L) 

DESCRIPTION: Sporty, modern, technical glove with an ergonomic fit at an exceptional price. The GORE-TEX membrane guarantees waterproof protection. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant stretch micro nylon, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Level Needle, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX 
FEATURES: Fur cuff

METAL LOGO 
LEVEL metal logo featuring sleek embossed 
accents. Very glamorous and sophisticated.

STRETCH MICRO NYLON 
Stretch fleece on back of hand with nylon on 
the face for durability and polyester next to skin 
for comfort 

GORE-TEX INSIDE 
If you want to spend the whole day out, you 
want to avoid numb fingers. Even in harsh, cold 
conditions the whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material is optimized to 
keep your hands warmer for longer.

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used mainly for ski 
gloves in areas which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or between the 
thumb and index finger.
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ALPINE W
CODE: 3344WG | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L) 

DESCRIPTION: Waterproof, warm and resistant; the Alpine woman glove has top quality materials to deliver the best performance. A classic yet sporty glove that 
has evloved in its design and technology. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant stretch micro nylon, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: 
Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Fur short cuff

LEATHER PALM 
The finest goat leather in the world. LEVELs’ 
leathers natural water repellency, durability, 
and insulating properties guarantee the best 
performance.

COZY FUR 
Stay warm and cosy. A thick fur cuff for optimum 
warmth and comfort. This model is ideal for 
adding a touch of glamour to your winter looks.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.
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ALPINE W MITT
CODE: 3344WM | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L) 

DESCRIPTION: Waterproof, warm and resistant; the Alpine woman glove has top quality materials to deliver the best performance. A classic yet sporty glove that 
has evolved in its design and technology. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant stretch micro nylon, Waterproof goat leather palm INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: 
Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Fur short cuff

LEATHER PALM 
The finest goat leather in the world. LEVELs’ 
leathers natural water repellency, durability, 
and insulating properties guarantee the best 
performance.

METAL LOGO 
LEVEL metal logo featuring sleek embossed 
accents. Very glamorous and sophisticated.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.
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JOLIE W
CODE: 3354WG | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L) 

DESCRIPTION: A solution for the skier looking for femininity and comfort. Soft leather cuff. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Genuine leather palm INSULATION: Level Loft, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Fur cuff, Adjustable strap

LEATHER PALM 
The finest goat leather in the world. LEVELs’ 
leathers natural water repellency, durability, 
and insulating properties guarantee the best 
performance.

SUBLIMATION PRINTING 
High-resolution prints on both backs for a 
trendy-inspired glove/mitt.

COZY FUR 
Stay warm and cosy. A thick fur cuff for optimum 
warmth and comfort. This model is ideal for 
adding a touch of glamour to your winter looks.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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JOLIE W MITT
CODE: 3354WM | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L) 

DESCRIPTION: A solution for the skier looking for femininity and comfort. Soft leather cuff. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Genuine leather palm INSULATION: Level Loft, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Fur cuff, Adjustable strap

METAL LOGO 
LEVEL metal logo featuring sleek embossed 
accents. Very glamorous and sophisticated.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

SOFT YET RESISTANT LEATHER 
A soft waterproof leather, used mainly for ski 
gloves in areas which are exposed to high 
abrasion such as the palms or between the 
thumb and index finger.
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HERO W
CODE: 3366WG | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L) 

DESCRIPTION: Classic look, great fit and an awesome value. The woman’s hero is fully waterproof, breathable and warm. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Fur short cuff, 
Adjustable strap

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT 
The fabric is laminated with a process that 
permits to add a breathable waterproof 
membrane to the outer material, optimizing 
warmth and comfort while keeping the hands 
dry.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.
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HERO W MITT
CODE: 3366WM | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L) 

DESCRIPTION: Classic look, great fit and an awesome value. The woman’s hero is fully waterproof, breathable and warm. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Fur short cuff, 
Adjustable strap

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

SHORT GAUNTLET STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.



  » CATEGORY HIGHLIGHTS 
The Junior/Kids LEVEL collection is targeted towards the specific needs of kids, mainly Warmth and 
Durability. Youthful designs, waterproof membranes and warmth are all factored into this collection. 
Sizing takes this collection all the way to toddlers for some items.

  » TARGET CONSUMER
Kids form 0 to 15 years who wants to have fun on the snow and  keep hands warm and dry with “cool and 
stylish” products.



JUNIOR
The Junior LEVEL line is enriched 
with new technical and 
functional models to cover all the 
needs of small snow lovers.

22.23 COLLECTION
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SUPER RADIATOR JR GTX
CODE: 4115JG | SIZE: 4 (JR XXS) / 7 (JR XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: The Super Radiator JR is the ultimate defense against the harshness winter elements; super warm, GORE-TEX and exceptional breathability! 

WARMTH INDEX: 5000 - Extra Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Leather reinforcement patch INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Fur fleece inside DRY TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX 
FEATURES: Short cuff, Adjustable strap

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

GORE-TEX INSIDE 
If you want to spend the whole day out, you 
want to avoid numb fingers. Even in harsh, cold 
conditions the whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material is optimized to 
keep your hands warmer for longer.

GOAT LEATHER PALM 
The finest goat leather in the world. LEVELs’ 
leathers natural water repellency, durability, 
and insulating properties guarantee the best 
performance.
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SUPER RADIATOR JR MITT GTX
CODE: 4115JM | SIZE: 4 (JR XXS) / 7 (JR XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: The Super Radiator JR is the ultimate defense against the harshness winter elements; super warm, GORE-TEX and exceptional breathability! 

WARMTH INDEX: 5000 - Extra Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Leather reinforcement patch INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Fur fleece inside DRY TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX 
FEATURES: Short cuff, Adjustable strap

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.

FUR FLEECE INSIDE 
This thick and warm fur fleece makes you feel 
like you’re wearing a comfortable blanket.

GORE-TEX INSIDE 
If you want to spend the whole day out, you 
want to avoid numb fingers. Even in harsh, cold 
conditions the whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material is optimized to 
keep your hands warmer for longer.

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT 
The fabric is laminated with a process that 
permits to add a breathable waterproof 
membrane to the outer material, optimizing 
warmth and comfort while keeping the hands 
dry.
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J MITT 
CODE: 8190JM | SIZE: 4 (JR S) / 8 (JR XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: Super warm mitten for all young riders who like to stand out on the slopes. 
Primaloft® padding, long cuff and soft cashmere lining. THERMOPLUS 5000.

WARMTH INDEX: 5000 - Extra Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric INSULATION: Multilayer Primaloft®, Cashmere lining DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Long 
adjustable cuff, Powder cuff

POWDER CUFF 
This nylon cuff has a convenient adjustment for 
the closure around the wrist preventing snow 
from getting inside when riding powder.

CASHMERE LINING 
Cashmere is usually indicated by an incredibly 
soft finish, which is a result of delicate fibres 
that are almost silky to the touch. This sought-
after fabric is made in Italy using advanced 
technologies and is three times more insulating 
than sheep wool.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.
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RAINBOW DOWN JR MITT
CODE: 4137JM | SIZE: 4 (JR XXS) / 7 (JR XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: This feather mitten for young future riders is the result of constant research in LEVEL. The feather padding assures maximum warmth along with a 
waterproof membrane, the leather patch on the palms ensures resistance. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Leather reinforcement patch INSULATION: Down (550 Filpower), Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus 
FEATURES: Short cuff, Preformed glove

GOOSE DOWN 
High-fill power goose down represents the 
highest quality down commercially available. 
The down is isolated in small chambers so 
there is no fill migration; this ensures goose 
down even distribution and a great insulation 
performance.

REINFORCED LEATHER PALM 
Abrasion-resistant goat leather patches on palm 
and index finger for both stretch and durability.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

PREFORMED FINGERS 
This is a special anatomical construction that 
permits a preformed shape. The preformed 
shape reduces wrinkles on the palm and 
guarantees better fit and sensitivity.
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HELI JR
CODE: 4186JG | SIZE: 5 (JR S) / 7 (JR XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: Freeride glove for kids, high quality, guaranteed performance, warmth and water resistance 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Leather reinforcement patch INSULATION: Fiberfill, Boa fleece inside DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus 
HIGHLIGHTS: Shock Absorber on palm FEATURES: Adjustable cuff, Safety leash, Powder cuff

METAL DETAILS 
Metal studs and sleek LEVEL logo for a 
glintinspired glove&mitten.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

BOA FLEECE INSIDE 
Made with boa fleece fabric, a perfect material 
for winter. This thick and warm fabric makes you 
feel like you’re wearing a comfortable blanket.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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HELI JR MITT
CODE: 4186JM | SIZE: 5 (JR S) / 7 (JR XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: Freeride glove for kids, high quality, guaranteed performance, warmth and water resistance 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Leather reinforcement patch INSULATION: Fiberfill, Boa fleece inside DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus 
HIGHLIGHTS: Shock Absorber on palm FEATURES: Adjustable cuff, Safety leash, Powder cuff

ELASTIC CORD 
This elastic cord seals from the outside 
environment when the snow is deep and the 
weather is foul. The cuff goes completely over 
your jacket sleeve and cinch’s tight with the 
cord.

SAFETY LEASH 
This cord is used to secure the glove to your 
hand with an elastic strap. A big advantage 
when you don’t want to wear gloves but want to 
keep them attached to the wrist.

BOA FLEECE INSIDE 
Made with boa fleece fabric, a perfect material 
for winter. This thick and warm fabric makes you 
feel like you’re wearing a comfortable blanket.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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JUNIOR
CODE: 4152JG | SIZE: II (4-5 Y) / VI (11-12 Y) 

DESCRIPTION: The number one glove for kids, the LEVEL jr. is proven, durable, and waterproof. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric INSULATION: Fiberfill, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Powder cuff, Adjustable strap, 
Sublimation on back, Screen printed palm

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

POWDER CUFF 
This nylon cuff has a convenient adjustment for 
the closure around the wrist preventing snow 
from getting inside when riding powder.

SCREEN PRINT DETAILS 
Sleek screen print pattern on palm.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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JUNIOR MITT
CODE: 4152JM | SIZE: II (4-5 Y) / VI (11-12 Y) 

DESCRIPTION: The number one glove for kids, the LEVEL jr. is proven, durable, and waterproof. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric INSULATION: Fiberfill, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Powder cuff, Adjustable strap, 
Sublimation on back, Screen printed palm

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

SUBLIMATION PRINTING 
High-resolution prints on both backs for a 
trendy-inspired glove/mitt.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT 
The fabric is laminated with a process that 
permits to add a breathable waterproof 
membrane to the outer material, optimizing 
warmth and comfort while keeping the hands 
dry.
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LUCKY
CODE: 4146JG | SIZE: I (2-3 Y) / IV (7-8 Y) 

DESCRIPTION: A waterproof, durable, and warm all-around glove for young skiers. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric INSULATION: Fiberfill, Hydrofill FEATURES: Zipped cuff, Screen printed palm and back, Fleece cuff inside

FLEECE CUFF INSIDE 
Convenient fleece cuff with velcro closure that 
facilitates the entry of the child’s hand in a very 
practical way.

ZIPPER ON CUFF 
This nylon cuff has a convenient closure system 
around the wrist that prevents snow from 
entering when skiing or playing with the snow.

SCREEN PRINT DETAILS 
Sleek screen print pattern on palm.

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT 
The fabric is laminated with a process that 
permits to add a breathable waterproof 
membrane to the outer material, optimizing 
warmth and comfort while keeping the hands 
dry.
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LUCKY MITT
CODE: 4146JM | SIZE: I (2-3 Y) / IV (7-8 Y) 

DESCRIPTION: A waterproof, durable, and warm all-around glove for young skiers. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric INSULATION: Fiberfill, Hydrofill FEATURES: Zipped cuff, Screen printed palm and back, Fleece cuff inside

FLEECE CUFF INSIDE 
Convenient fleece cuff with velcro closure that 
facilitates the entry of the child’s hand in a very 
practical way

ZIPPER ON CUFF 
This nylon cuff has a convenient closure system 
around the wrist that prevents snow from 
entering when skiing or playing with the snow.

SCREEN PRINT DETAILS 
Sleek screen print pattern on palm.

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT 
The fabric is laminated with a process that 
permits to add a breathable waterproof 
membrane to the outer material, optimizing 
warmth and comfort while keeping the hands 
dry.
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FUNNY
CODE: 4195JG | SIZE: II-VI

DESCRIPTION: A waterproof, durable, and warm all-around glove for young skiers. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric INSULATION: Fiberfill, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Screen printed palm and back, 
Fleece cuff inside

FLEECE CUFF INSIDE 
Convenient fleece cuff with velcro closure that 
facilitates the entry of the child’s hand in a very 
practical way

SCREEN PRINT DETAILS 
Sleek screen print pattern on palm.

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT 
The fabric is laminated with a process that 
permits to add a breathable waterproof 
membrane to the outer material, optimizing 
warmth and comfort while keeping the hands 
dry.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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FUNNY MITT
CODE: 4195JM | SIZE: II-VI 

DESCRIPTION: A waterproof, durable, and warm all-around glove for young skiers. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric INSULATION: Fiberfill, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Screen printed palm and back, 
Fleece cuff inside

FLEECE CUFF INSIDE 
Convenient fleece cuff with velcro closure that 
facilitates the entry of the child’s hand in a very 
practical way

SCREEN PRINT DETAILS 
Sleek screen print pattern on palm.

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT 
The fabric is laminated with a process that 
permits to add a breathable waterproof 
membrane to the outer material, optimizing 
warmth and comfort while keeping the hands 
dry.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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ANIMAL
CODE: 4175JM | SIZE: 0 (1-2 Y) / II (4-5 Y) 

DESCRIPTION: Designed for warmth and fun, many animal characters and colors. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant recycled fabric INSULATION: Primaloft® Silver 100% recycled, Recycled Hydrofill  
DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Green FEATURES: Powder cuff, Screen printed palm, Adjustable cuff, Safety leash

MEMBRA-THERM GREEN 
An 100% recycled breathable 
membrane insert that creates 
a waterproof barrier between 
exterior layer of the glove and 
the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort 
by keeping the hands dry.

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.

JUNIOR SAFETY LEASH 
New specific leash for children that detaches 
with a maximum load of 2.5 kg (5.5 lb) thus 
avoiding unnecessary harm to the baby.

POWDER CUFF 
This nylon cuff has a convenient 
adjustment for the closure 
around the wrist preventing 
snow from getting inside when 
riding powder.

100 % RECYCLED 
The Animal is made with 100% recycled, 
sustainable and ecological material.
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DUDY & DUDY MITT
GLOVE CODE: 4182JG | MITTEN CODE: 4182JM  | SIZE: I (2-3 Y) / IV (7-8 Y) 

DESCRIPTION: The Dudy is a warm junior product loaded with technical solutions like the long zip, internal stretch fleece cuff and cool design options! 

WARMTH INDEX: 2000 - Standard 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric INSULATION: Fiberfill, Hydrofill FEATURES: Long zipped cuff, Special Thermo fleece cuff, Screen print on back

FLEECE CUFF INSIDE 
Convenient fleece cuff with velcro closure that 
facilitates the entry of the child’s hand in a very 
practical way

ZIPPER ON CUFF 
This nylon cuff has a convenient closure system 
around the wrist that prevents snow from 
entering when skiing or playing with the snow.

SCREEN PRINT DETAILS 
Sleek screen print pattern on palm.

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT 
The fabric is laminated with a process that 
permits to add a breathable waterproof 
membrane to the outer material, optimizing 
warmth and comfort while keeping the hands 
dry.



  » CATEGORY HIGHLIGHTS 
Protection was how LEVEL was first launched over 30 years ago. The exclusive Biomex-Plus System has 
been renewed with new self-adjustment, and still has many applied technologies.  The specific research 
efforts has allowed LEVEL to devise a special inner glove system to increase protection for the wrist in 
snowboarders.

  » TARGET CONSUMER
Snowboarders from beginners to top athletes looking for the best hand protection products available on 
the market.



PROTECTION
The exclusive Biomex-Plus 
System, renewed with new self-
adjustment is just one among 
the many applied technologies. 
The research partnership with 
the Klinik Gut of St. Moritz has 
allowed LEVEL to devise a 
special inner glove system to 
increase protection for the wrist 
in snowboarders.

22.23 COLLECTION



CONTROL BOARD - TÜV SÜD PRODUCT SERVICE GMBH 
It’s all about pushing the limits. LEVEL gloves with Biomex wrist protection can help you stay in one piece...So you’ll be riding 
tomorrow instead of seeing the doctor. LEVELs proven Biomex wrist protection system is the result of an extensive and on-going 
collaboration between snowboarders, the medical community, and engineers who understand bio-mechanics. Biomex research 
and development is based at the Klinik Gut, center of bone and joint surgery in St.Moritz, Switzerland, where LEVEL pros and 
physicians design and develop the most advanced wrist support technology on the market – the Biomex Plus. For beginners, 
the most frequent cause of a wrist fracture in snowboarding is a backwards fall.  For more experienced riders it’s a a front and 
sideways fall. There are many wrist guards on the market, but based on their design, they don’t all deliver the same degree of 
safety performance.

 
SNOWBOARD PROTECTION

SINGLE DENSITY MATERIAL + PAD SINGLE DENSITY MATERIAL

NEW ERGONOMIC SHAPE FOR BETTER COMFORT AND EASE OF MOVEMENT

THE BIOMEX SYSTEM CAN BE USED WITH OR WITHOUT REMOVABLE LINING THANKS TO ITS 
SELF ADJUSTMENT MESH FOUND ON ALL VERSIONS.

 SPECIFIC WOMEN’S FIT

Snowboard protection specifically designed for women’s 
hands for improved fit and comfort

 FREESKI BIOMEX EVOLUTION

Specific designed for skiers, shorter and harder material, it 
is attached to the lining and fits anatomically to the hand.

BIOMEX WRIST PROTECTION
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HOW DO YOU GET HURT?

During a fall your wrist is put in hyper extension (fig.1) (The back of hand is pushed towards the forearm).  
In addition to this hyper extension, the wrist often experiences two types of  twisting forces technically referred to as pronation 
(fig.2) and radial adduction (fig.3).   
 
It’s the combination of these three forces that most often causes a wrist injury such as a wrist fracture.

WHY IS BIOMEX A BETTER WRIST GUARD?

Most wrist guard systems deal with hyper-extension alone, 
but the Biomex system addresses all three of the forces that 
contribute to wrist injury.  Standard wrist guards frequently 
push the fracture further up the forearm (fig.4).

Biomex (fig.5) Is the only wrist guard that keeps the wrist in 
an anatomically strong position, where muscle forces and 
bone congruency combine to provide optimum stability 
without compromising the freedom to move.

HELPS TO REDUCE INJURIES BY 7,5 TIMES WITH BIOMEX PLUS 
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SUPER PIPE GTX
CODE: 1004UG | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: Top of the range snowboard glove with incorporated protection. With GORE-TEX and innovative ‘easy slide’ palm. 

WARMTH INDEX: 4000 - Very Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Superfabric, Kevlar reinforcement INSULATION: Knitted Brush DRY TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX HIGHLIGHTS: BIOMEX Protection + Pad, 
Shock Absorber on palm FEATURES: Long cuff, Adjustable strap, Powder cuff, Storm leash, Boa & Fleece removable lining, Breathable system

GOGGLE & NOSE CLEANER 
The mini goggle squeegees 
helps to easy-clean your lenses. 
The special velvet fabric on the 
thumb provides a soft place to 
wipe your runny nose.

SUPERFABRIC® 
SuperFabric® is a material 
that’s longer lasting, has higher 
durability, and is designed 
for everything from extreme 
applications to rugged daily 
usage.

BREATHABLE SYSTEM 
An air exchanging vent is 
placed on the back of the glove 
allowing moisture to escape. 
This improves the drying time 
of the glove and avoids hands 
getting wet.

GORE-TEX INSIDE 
If you want to spend the whole 
day out, you want to avoid numb 
fingers. Even in harsh, cold 
conditions the whole system 
of inner lining, membrane and 
outer material is optimized to 
keep your hands warmer for 
longer.

BIOMEX© PROTECTION + PAD 
New ergonomic shape for 
better comfort and ease of 
movement. The BIOMEX SYSTEM 
can be used with or without 
removable lining thanks to its 
self adjustment mesh found on 
all versions.

FLEX PALM 
The elastic cordura insert on the 
palm allows for a better fit, more 
flexibility and a cozy feeling.
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HALF PIPE GTX & HALF PIPE GTX MITT
GLOVE CODE: 1011UG | MITT CODE: 1011UM | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: Superior quality, protection, and performance for the avid rider. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Kevlar reinforcement INSULATION: Knitted Brush DRY TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX HIGHLIGHTS: BIOMEX Protection 
+ Pad, Shock Absorber on palm FEATURES: Long cuff, Adjustable strap, Storm leash, Boa & Fleece removable lining, Breathable system, Nose cleaner, Goggle 
cleaner

BREATHABLE SYSTEM 
An air exchanging vent is placed on the back 
of the glove allowing moisture to escape. This 
improves the drying time of the glove and avoids 
hands getting wet.

SAFETY LEASH 
This cord is used to secure the glove to your 
hand with an elastic strap. A big advantage 
when you don’t want to wear gloves but want to 
keep them attached to the wrist.

GORE-TEX INSIDE 
If you want to spend the whole day out, you 
want to avoid numb fingers. Even in harsh, cold 
conditions the whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material is optimized to 
keep your hands warmer for longer.

BIOMEX© PROTECTION + PAD 
New ergonomic shape for better comfort and 
ease of movement. The BIOMEX SYSTEM can be 
used with or without removable lining thanks to 
its self adjustment mesh found on all versions.
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HALF PIPE W GTX & HALF PIPE W GTX MITT
GLOVE CODE: 1021WG | MITT CODE: 1021WM | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L) 

DESCRIPTION: Superior quality, protection, and performance for avid women riders. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Kevlar reinforcement INSULATION: Knitted Brush DRY TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX HIGHLIGHTS: BIOMEX Protection 
+ Pad, Shock Absorber on palm FEATURES: Long cuff, Adjustable strap, Storm leash, Boa & Fleece removable lining, Breathable system, Nose cleaner, Goggle 
cleaner

GOGGLE & NOSE CLEANER 
The mini goggle squeegees helps to easy-clean 
your lenses. The special velvet fabric on the 
thumb provides a soft place to wipe your runny 
nose.

REMOVABLE LINER  
A removable lining where the back of the lining 
is built with a hot thick material whilst the palm 
is thinner to maintain sensitivity. The removable 
liner can be removed and washed.

GORE-TEX INSIDE 
If you want to spend the whole day out, you 
want to avoid numb fingers. Even in harsh, cold 
conditions the whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material is optimized to 
keep your hands warmer for longer.

BIOMEX© PROTECTION + PAD 
New ergonomic shape for better comfort and 
ease of movement. The BIOMEX SYSTEM can be 
used with or without removable lining thanks to 
its self adjustment mesh found on all versions.
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FLY
CODE: 1031UG | SIZE: 7 (S) / 11 (4XL) 

DESCRIPTION: LEVEL most popular protective model…loaded with performance and value. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Kevlar reinforcement INSULATION: Knitted Brush DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus HIGHLIGHTS: BIOMEX 
Protection FEATURES: Long cuff, Adjustable strap, Storm leash, Fleece removable lining, Breathable system, Nose cleaner, Goggle cleaner

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

ELASTIC CORD 
This elastic cord seals from the outside 
environment when the snow is deep and the 
weather is foul. The cuff goes completely over 
your jacket sleeve and cinch’s tight with the 
cord.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

BIOMEX© PROTECTION 
New ergonomic shape for better comfort and 
ease of movement. The BIOMEX SYSTEM can be 
used with or without removable lining thanks to 
its self adjustment mesh found on all versions.



TRIGGER VERSION
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FLY MITT & TRIGGER
MITT CODE: 1031UM | TRIGGER CODE: 1031UT | SIZE: 7 (S) / 11 (4XL) 

DESCRIPTION: LEVEL most popular protective model…loaded with performance and value. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Kevlar reinforcement INSULATION: Knitted Brush DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus HIGHLIGHTS: BIOMEX 
Protection FEATURES: Long cuff, Adjustable strap, Storm leash, Fleece removable lining, Breathable system, Nose cleaner, Goggle cleaner

BREATHABLE SYSTEM 
An air exchanging vent is placed on the back 
of the glove allowing moisture to escape. This 
improves the drying time of the glove and avoids 
hands getting wet.

REMOVABLE LINER  
A removable lining where the back of the lining 
is built with a hot thick material whilst the palm 
is thinner to maintain sensitivity. The removable 
liner can be removed and washed.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

BIOMEX© PROTECTION 
New ergonomic shape for better comfort and 
ease of movement. The BIOMEX SYSTEM can be 
used with or without removable lining thanks to 
its self adjustment mesh found on all versions.
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BUTTERFLY W
CODE: 1041WG | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L) 

DESCRIPTION: Our signature wrist protection model for women, loaded with performance and value. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Kevlar reinforcement INSULATION: Knitted Brush DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus HIGHLIGHTS: BIOMEX 
Protection FEATURES: Long cuff, Adjustable strap, Storm leash, Fleece removable lining, Breathable system, Nose cleaner, Goggle cleaner

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

ELASTIC CORD 
This elastic cord seals from the outside 
environment when the snow is deep and the 
weather is foul. The cuff goes completely over 
your jacket sleeve and cinch’s tight with the 
cord.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

BIOMEX© SPECIFIC WOMEN’S FIT 
Snowboard protection specifically designed for 
women’s hands for improved fit and comfort 
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BUTTERFLY W MITT
CODE: 1041WM | SIZE: 6 (XXS) / 8,5 (M-L) 

DESCRIPTION: Our signature wrist protection model for women, loaded with performance and value. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Kevlar reinforcement INSULATION: Knitted Brush DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus HIGHLIGHTS: BIOMEX 
Protection FEATURES: Long cuff, Adjustable strap, Storm leash, Fleece removable lining, Breathable system, Nose cleaner, Goggle cleaner

GOGGLE & NOSE CLEANER 
The mini goggle squeegees helps to easy-clean 
your lenses. The special velvet fabric on the 
thumb provides a soft place to wipe your runny 
nose.

KEVLAR 
LEVEL uses only Schoeller Kevlar, the strongest 
kevlar on the market. Guaranteed to have the 
best durability.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

BIOMEX© SPECIFIC WOMEN’S FIT 
Snowboard protection specifically designed for 
women’s hands for improved fit and comfort 
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PHANTOM MITT
CODE: 1054UM | SIZE: 6,5 (XS) / 9,5 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: The PHANTOM represents the natural development of protection gloves! Thanks to the shorter and adjusted new BIOMEX shape, the PHANTOM is a 
great mix of protection and style. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Natural MATERIAL: Waterproof goat leather INSULATION: Fiberfill, Knitted Brush DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus HIGHLIGHTS: BIOMEX Protection 
Freestyle, Shock Absorber on palm FEATURES: Short cuff, Storm leash, Adjustable strap, Fleece removable lining

WATERPROOF LEATHER TREATMENT 
Special treated leather that withstands tough, 
outdoor conditions. The leather is waterproofed 
and its structural properties provide effective 
protection against moisture.

SAFETY LEASH 
This cord is used to secure the glove to your 
hand with an elastic strap. A big advantage 
when you don’t want to wear gloves but want to 
keep them attached to the wrist.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

FREESKI BIOMEX EVOLUTION 
Specifically designed for skiers, the BIOMEX 
protection is shorter and slimmer to facilitate 
gripping your ski poles
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FLY JR
CODE: 4001JG | SIZE: 5 (JR S) / 7 (JR XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: The , 1 wrist guard glove for kids, the Fly jr. is proven, durable, and waterproof and it eliminates the hassle of add-on wrist guards. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Youkon reinforced palm INSULATION: Knitted Brush DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus HIGHLIGHTS: 
BIOMEX Protection Jr FEATURES: Long cuff, Adjustable strap, Fleece removable lining, Breathable system, Nose cleaner

ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
This closing system makes it easy to fit under 
jackets therefore offering a better closure.

ELASTIC CORD 
This elastic cord seals from the outside 
environment when the snow is deep and the 
weather is foul. The cuff goes completely over 
your jacket sleeve and cinch’s tight with the 
cord.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

BIOMEX© SPECIFIC JUNIOR’S FIT 
Snowboard protection specifically designed for 
junior’s hands for improved fit and comfort
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FLY JR MITT
CODE: 4001JM | SIZE: 5 (JR S) / 7 (JR XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: The , 1 wrist guard glove for kids, the Fly jr. is proven, durable, and waterproof and it eliminates the hassle of add-on wrist guards. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Youkon reinforced palm INSULATION: Knitted Brush DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus HIGHLIGHTS: 
BIOMEX Protection Jr FEATURES: Long cuff, Adjustable strap, Fleece removable lining, Breathable system, Nose cleaner

NOSE CLEANER 
Special velvet fabric placed on your thumb. 
Provides a gentle feeling when used as a nose 
wipe while riding or skiing.

BREATHABLE SYSTEM 
An air exchanging vent is placed on the back 
of the glove allowing moisture to escape. This 
improves the drying time of the glove and avoids 
hands getting wet.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

BIOMEX© SPECIFIC JUNIOR’S FIT 
Snowboard protection specifically designed for 
junior’s hands for improved fit and comfort



  » CATEGORY HIGHLIGHTS 
If you’re looking for gloves/mittens to cruise groomed runs or float through powder then these are the 
right snowboard products to choose from. Designed for all terrains this line offers waterproof breathable 
materials..

  » TARGET CONSUMER
Snowboarders from beginners to top athletes looking for top insulation products available and very 
innovative fabrics.



SNOWBOARD
LEVEL snowboard gloves and 
mittens to wave goodbye to 
frozen fingers with top insulation 
options, most featuring 
waterproof inserts and kevlar 
reinforcement.

22.23 COLLECTION
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STAR
CODE: 1112UG | SIZE: 7 (S) / 11 (4XL) 

DESCRIPTION: A unique design for all-mountain riding, a LEVEL best seller. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Kevlar reinforcement INSULATION: Light fleece DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Long cuff, 
Storm leash, Adjustable strap, Fleece removable lining, Heater pocket, Nose cleaner

REMOVABLE LINER 
A removable lining where the back of the lining 
is built with a hot thick material whilst the palm 
is thinner to maintain sensitivity. The removable 
liner can be removed and washed.

LONG CUFF 
Long gauntlet-style glove offers higher 
insulation and seals out the cold very effectively 
thanks to a draw cord.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

H&R 
Round finger tips are more durable and reduce 
catching on abrasive objects.



TRIGGER VERSION
TRIGGER VERSION
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STAR MITT & TRIGGER
MITT CODE: 1112UM | TRIGGER CODE: 1112UT | SIZE: 7 (S) / 11 (4XL) 

DESCRIPTION: A unique design for all-mountain riding, a LEVEL best seller. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Kevlar reinforcement INSULATION: Light fleece DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: Long cuff, 
Storm leash, Adjustable strap, Fleece removable lining, Heater pocket, Nose cleaner

GOGGLE & NOSE CLEANER 
The mini goggle squeegees helps to easy-clean 
your lenses. The special velvet fabric on the 
thumb provides a soft place to wipe your runny 
nose.

SAFETY LEASH 
This cord is used to secure the glove to your 
hand with an elastic strap. A big advantage 
when you don’t want to wear gloves but want to 
keep them attached to the wrist.

MULTIFUNCTION POCKET 
Pocket positioned on the top of the glove. May 
be used to insert hand warmers, ski-pass or 
other small objects. If unzipped during warm 
days it allows better air circulation thanks to the 
inner mesh.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.
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MATRIX GTX
CODE: 1126UG | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: A classic model that has been revisited and updated. Another step forward in terms of versatility and warmth. GORE-TEX membrane. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Griptex palm INSULATION: Fiberfill, Fleece DRY TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX FEATURES: Neoprene cuff, Puller, Nose 
cleaner

PULLER 
A wider puller inserted in underside of cuff helps 
to properly wear the glove/mitten

NEOPRENE SHORT GAUNTLET-STYLE 
The short under-cuff can easily be tucked into 
your ski jacket for more agility and less bulk 
getting in your way of wrist movement.

GORE-TEX INSIDE 
If you want to spend the whole day out, you 
want to avoid numb fingers. Even in harsh, cold 
conditions the whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material is optimized to 
keep your hands warmer for longer.

H&R 
Round finger tips are more durable and reduce 
catching on abrasive objects.
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MATRIX MITT GTX
CODE: 1126UM | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10 (XXL) 

DESCRIPTION: A classic model that has been revisited and updated. Another step forward in terms of versatility and warmth. GORE-TEX membrane. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Griptex palm INSULATION: Fiberfill, Fleece DRY TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX FEATURES: Neoprene cuff, Puller, Nose 
cleaner

MICROINJECTION RUBBER ICON 
Rubber insert applied and stitched on the palm 
for a touch of style!

GORE-TEX INSIDE 
If you want to spend the whole day out, you 
want to avoid numb fingers. Even in harsh, cold 
conditions the whole system of inner lining, 
membrane and outer material is optimized to 
keep your hands warmer for longer.

NOSE CLEANER 
Special velvet fabric placed on your thumb. 
Provides a gentle feeling when used as a nose 
wipe while riding or skiing.

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT 
The fabric is laminated with a process that 
permits to add a breathable waterproof 
membrane to the outer material, optimizing 
warmth and comfort while keeping the hands 
dry.
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CRUISE
CODE: 1146UG | SIZE: 7 (S) / 10,5 (3XL) 

DESCRIPTION: A great level product at a great price. The Cruise is fully waterproof, breathable, warm, and rugged insulation. 

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed MATERIAL: Water resistant fabric, Griptex finger reinforcement INSULATION: Fiberfill, Hydrofill DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm Plus FEATURES: 
Short cuff, Hook&loop closure, Nose cleaner

POLYGIENE® 
With Polygiene® Stays Fresh Technology, enjoy 
fresh-all-day confidence. Polygiene makes your 
glove/mitten stay fresh!

THE PERFECT FIT 
By creating gloves in half sizes, LEVEL delivers 
the perfect fit and ensures correct insulation 
that leads to warm hands and happy days on 
snow!

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS 
A highly breathable membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier between exterior 
layer of the glove and the insulating materials. It 
optimizes warmth and comfort by keeping the 
hands dry.

MULTILAYER PRIMALOFT® 
Soft insulation fabric. An insulation that is water 
repellent! Unlike down, it won’t hold water so 
it even keeps you warm when it’s wet! A warm 
and soft feeling that offers good breathability.
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WORLD CUP
CODE 7597AS_47 | CAPACITY 80Lt

SKI TEAM PRO
CODE 7522BP_66 | CAPACITY 60Lt
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SKI TRAINER
CODE 7531BP_47 | CAPACITY 45lt

SKI TEAM
CODE 7521BP_66 | CAPACITY 45lt
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FREERIDE TIGER
CODE 7580AS_66 | CAPACITY 25lt

FREERIDE SKULL
CODE 7549AS_01 | CAPACITY 25lt
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JUMBO
CODE 7536BP_47 | CAPACITY 100lt

TROLLEY LEVEL
CODE 7579BP_58 | CAPACITY 116lt
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MULTY USE URBAN
CODE 7545BP_01 | CAPACITY 20lt

MULTY USE URBAN B-SIMO
CODE 7545BP_39 | CAPACITY 20lt
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URBAN
CODE 7547BP_01 | CAPACITY 25lt

SMALL URBAN
CODE 7546BP_01 | CAPACITY 13lt
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CITY
CODE 7544BP_01 | CAPACITY 13lt

SAC ATHLET
CODE 9020AS_66

BLISS SAC  
CODE 9601AS_01

SAC
CODE 9013AS_66

SAC LEVEL
CODE 9600AS_01 9600AS_03
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BLISS SAC  
CODE 9601AS_01

BLISS SAC  
CODE 9601AS_09

SAC LEVEL
9600AS_03 9600AS_12
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THUMB PROTECTION SYSTEM
In skiing they are reported to be the second most frequent injury after the knee. In 
detail thumb injuries are reported to make up between 5% - 20% of all injuries in 
Alpine skiing and are sustained by approximately 80,000-240,000 patients per year 
world wide.

The Ski Thumb is an injury affecting the ulnar collateral ligament (UCL) at the 
metacarpophalangeal joint of the thumb. The mechanism is due to the forces which 
are applied when a skier falls with the pole in his/her hand.

The handle of the pole will act as a fulcrum applying forces across the joint and thereby 
putting the ligament under strain. The skier hits the surface with high velocity (high 
energy trauma). If the hand is stretched out as a natural reflex, there is a significant 
chance that the thumb will be forced outwards resulting in a fracture of the UCL.

CODE 7503AS_35

GOGGLES COVER
CODE 7650AS_66 CODE 7650AS_43

SKI STRAP
CODE 7505AS_07 | Pack of 10 pcs. CODE 7505AS_43 | Pack of 10 pcs
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STORM LEASH

CODE 7510AS_00 | Pack of 10 pcs.

ELASTIC LEASH

CODE 7599AS_00 | Pack of 10 pcs.

NARROW SAFETY LEASH

CODE 751SAS_00 | Pack of 6 pcs.

SAFETY LEASH ELASTIC

CODE 7511AS_00 | Pack of 4 pcs.

FRANCE | CODE 7499AS_40 JR 7498AS_40

CZECH REP | CODE 7499AS_02 JR 7498AS_02

GB | CODE 7499AS_20 JR 7498AS_20

POL B | CODE 7499AS_47 JR 7498AS_47CH | CODE 7499AS_60 JR 7498AS_60

JAPAN | CODE 7499AS_09 JR 7498AS_09POL | CODE 7499AS_56 JR 7498AS_56

RUSSIA | CODE 7499AS_03 JR 7498AS_03

WORLDCUP | CODE 7499AS_66 JR 7498AS_66

CANADA | CODE 7499AS_19 JR 7498AS_19

AUSTRIA | CODE 7499AS_11 JR 7498AS_11

NORWAY | CODE 7499AS_50 JR 7498AS_50

ITALY | CODE 7499AS_12 JR 7498A_12

USA | CODE 7499AS_39 JR 7498AS_39
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SIMPLE
CODE 8339BN_01

DEBBY
CODE 8353BN_01

BIBI
CODE 8345BN_27

AZALEE
CODE 8340BN_07 8340BN_35 8340BN_30

COCO
CODE 8355BT_01 8355BT_09 8355BT_46

PIPE
CODE 8336BT_01 8336BT_09 8336BT_20 8336BT_27

ANNI
CODE 8346BN_01 8346BN_04 8346BN_09 8346BN_25

CODE 8345BN_10
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SIMPLE
CODE 8339BN_01 8339BN_04 8339BN_09 8339BN_11

DEBBY
CODE 8353BN_01 8353BN_04 8353BN_09 8353BN_05

BIBI
CODE 8345BN_27 8345BN_30

CODE 8345BN_10 8345BN_11
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WOMEN’S MULTY SIMPLE
CODE 8355AS_40 8355AS_35

WOMEN’S MULTY HG
CODE 8357AS_40 8357AS_35
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CONNOR
CODE 7378BN_01 7378BN_04 7378BN_15 7378BN_22

LOGOS
CODE 7380BT_01 7380BT_07 7380BT_30 7380BT_31

BROOKLING
CODE 7382BT_01 7382BT_04 7382BT_30 7382BT_31

TREND
CODE 7324BN_01 7324BN_07 7324BN_09
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RICE
CODE 7377BT_01

TRIS
CODE 7316BN_14 7316BN_08 7316BN_62 7316BN_16

MOOD
CODE 7378BT_01 7378BT_15 7378BT_09 7378BT_11

RACE SPEED
CODE 7388BT_01 7388BT_09
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WORLDCUP
CODE 7389BT_01 7389BT_02 7389BT_09

WORLDCUP BAND
CODE 7389BN_01 7389BN_02 7389BN_09

RICE
CODE 7377BT_01 7377BT_20 7377BT_11 7377BT_35

ADVERSE
CODE 7377BN_01 7377BN_04 7377BN_15 7377BN_22

TRIS
7316BN_16

MOOD
7378BT_11

RACE SPEED
7388BT_09
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MULTY HG
CODE 7800AS_35 7800AS_66 7800AS_40

COLLAR MASK PROTECTIVE - FACE MASK WITH ANTI-VIRAL LAYER TO DEACTIVATE COVID-19 VIRUS

CODE 7865AS_66

MULTY SIMPLE
CODE 7809AS_66 7809AS_35 7809AS_40 7809AS_15

MULTY SIMPLE REVERSIBLE
CODE 7815AS_58 7815AS_66

CODE 7865AS_01
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MULTY HG
7800AS_40

COLLAR MASK PROTECTIVE - FACE MASK WITH ANTI-VIRAL LAYER TO DEACTIVATE COVID-19 VIRUS

CODE 7865AS_66 7865AS_43

MULTY SIMPLE
7809AS_15

CAP LEVEL
CODE 7418CA_35 7418CA_43 7418CA_66

MULTY SIMPLE REVERSIBLE
7815AS_66

CODE 7865AS_01 7865AS_58
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AUSTRIA 
LEVEL ÖSTERREICH 
businesspark innsbruck 
top 3-13 grabenweg 69-71 
6020 innsbruck 
ph: +43(0) 664 4156877 
e-mail: austria@levelgloves.com

AUSTRALIA 
L.A. IMPORT 
unit 8/1 vuko place 
warriewood 2102 nsw australia 
ph: +61-2-99137833 
e-mail: sales@laimports.com

BOSNIA - MACEDONIA - SERBIA - SLOVENIA 
RODEO TEAM D.O.O. 
koroska c. 53 4000 kranj - slovenia 
ph: +38 6-4-2015400 
e-mail: info@rodeoteam.si

BULGARY 
AQUA MATRIX LTD  
31 Ekzarh Yosif St. 
1000 Sofia 
ph: +359 888865557 
e-mail: nikolay.dimitrov@aquamatrix.bg

CANADA 
LEVEL CANADA 
PO Box 637 
Prévost QC, Canada, J0R 1T0 
ph: 001-866-255-3791 
e-mail: france.lessard@levelgloves.com

CHINA 
B.C.SPORT 
No8016-8017, Building B,  
8 Heiquan Road,  
Haidian District Beijing, 100085 
China 
Ph: +8610-51078263 
+8618500556267

CZECH REPUBLIK - SLOVAKIA 
N DISTRIBUTION S.R.O. 
generala sisky 1990/8 
14300 praha 4 
ph: +420244402795 
e-mail: office@ndistribution.cz

DENMARK 
REBEL COMPANY APS 
malling bjergevej 78 
8340 malling 
ph: +45 86931444 
e-mail: cl@rocksaps.com

FINLAND 
NEONSUN OY 
turuntie 10 - 13130 hämeenlinna 
ph: +35836127222 
e-mail: neonsun@neonsun.fi

FRANCE 
LEVEL FRANCE 
c/o via bene 
2074 chemin font vive 
83 330 evenos 
ph: +33 (0)498036111 
e-mail: france@levelgloves.com

GERMANY 
LEVEL DEUTSCHLAND 
Showroom BW: HDK 2, 6.OG,  
Mahdentalstr. 110, 71065 Sindelfingen 
ph: +43 664 4156877 | +49 1726386986 
e-mail: germany@levelgloves.com

HUNGARY 
ACROL HUNGARY KFT 
erzsébet Krt.18 
1073 budapest 
ph:  +3613053070 
e-mail: acrolhungary@gmail.com

ISRAEL 
M-GRAVITY 
32 yigal alon st. 
46324 herzelia - israel 
www.gravityisrael.com 
ph: +972-9-7466910 
e-mail: infogravity@013.net

ITALY 
LEVEL ITALY 
c/o scheuing sport ag 
office: li geri 115 
7744 campocologno - (ch) 
tel +39 02 87198555 
e-mail: feedback@levelgloves.com

JAPAN 
LOTUS INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD 
urban square kanda bldg-1f 1-18 
kanda sudacho, chiyoda-ku 
tokyo, 101-0041 japan 
ph: 03-6206-9230 
info@lotusint.co.jp

KOREA 
DANWOO SFG CO., LTD (12918) 
misacentumbiz. f#721, 45, jojeing-daero,  
hanam-si gyeonggi-do 
korea 
ph: 031-5175-3020 
e-mail: soonnam@danwoosfg.co.kr

LATVIA-ESTONIA-LITHUANIA 
DZA LTD 
tallinas str.32 1001 riga - lettonia 
ph: +371 7320179 
e-mail: dzintars@fun-box.lv

LEBANON 
MIKE SPORT  
highway zalka (metn) 
lebanon 
ph: 961 1 88 8855 
e-mail: Michel.Saliba@mikesport.com

NETHERLANDS – BELGIUM 
HANDELSONDERNEMING KUBUS B.V. 
Watergoorweg 79  
3861 Ma  Nijkerk 
ph: +31 (0) 88 5525200 
e-mail: info@kubus-sports.nl

NEW ZEALAND 
JONES BROTHERS LTD 
12 rata st, ohakune 4625 
new zealand 
mb: +64 275 441256 
off: +64 6 3859068 
sean@jbros.co.nz

NORWAY 
SPORT ALPIN AS 
Kongsveien 98, 
Inng 2 etg, 1177 Oslo, 
Norway 
ph: +47 90501116 
e-mail: espen@sportalpin.no

POLAND 
COOL SPORT  
Sp. z o.o. Sp. k. , ul.  
Handlowców 2, 32-085 Modlniczka 
ph:. +48 (0)126239015 
e-mail: hurt@coolsport.pl

RUSSIA - BIELORUSSIA - UCRAINA 
PERFORMANCE SPORT 
olympiysky prospect 16/2 
129110 moscow - russia 
ph: +74959372814 
e-mail: marketing@psport.ru

SPAIN - ANDORRA 
EXCENS SPORTS SL 
c/ Muntaner, 292, 3-2 
08021 Barcelona 
ph: +34 933 621 869 
e-mail: Info@excensports.com

SWEDEN 
TJ ALPINE AB 
Raholmsvagen 159 
86551 Ankarsvik 
Sweden 
ph: +46-70-2884404 
e-mail: tobias@tjalpine.se

SWITZERLAND 
BUS SPORT AG 
schingasse 4a 
9470 buchs - switzerland 
ph: +41-81-7500330 
e-mail: info@bussport.ch

TAIWAN 
JET SUNNY CO, LTD 
6f, no. 47, lane 76 nei-hu rui guang road 
taipei 11466 taiwan 
ph: 886 2 8792 2191  
e-mail: jimmy@jetsunny.com

UK 
BESPOKE TRADING SOLUTIONS LTD 
39 Milton Hill 
Weston-super-Mare 
North Somerset 
BS22 9RE -  united kingdom 
ph: 07841672469  07841 672 469 
e-mail: david@bespokesolutionsltd.co.uk

USA 
LEVEL USA 
23698 US-24 Suite B1,  
minturn, CO 81645, USA 
ph: +1 970-827-9091 
e-mail: erin@maverickoutdoorbrands.com

OTHER COUNTRIES: 
SCHEUING SPORT AG. 
samedan office: li geri 115 
7744 campocologno (gr) CH 
ph: +41 (0)81 8465200 
e-mail: feedback@levelgloves.com
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TCI DESK DISPLAY
CODE 9366PO

W 29.7 cm | 11.8 in H 42 cm | 16.5 in

TCI SQUARE
CODE 9367PO

W 58 cm | 22.8 in H 58 cm | 22.8 in

WINDOW DISPLAY
CODE 9365PO

W 19 cm | 7.48 in H 25 cm | 9.84 in

NEW DISPLAY BIG
CODE 9011PO | TALL: 195 cm - 76.83 in | CAPACITY 130 gloves

SLAT WALL
CODE 9040PO
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STICKERS
CODE 9281PO
PACK OF 15

OVEN CUSTOM FIT
CODE 9401PO

BRAND REMINDER
CODE 9364PO

W 55 cm | 21.65 in H 19 cm | 7.48 in

GLOVE HOLDER
CODE 9260PO

PACK OF 4

LEATHER BALM
CODE 9271PO
PACK OF 12

BIG FLAG
CODE 9300PO

TALL 5 mt (197 in)

HANDOMETER
CODE 9070PO

PVC BANNER
CODE 9340PO

W 300 cm - 118.2 H 100 cm - 39.4 in



WORLDCUP CF 
3004UG

WORLDCUP CF MITT 
3004UM

SQ CF 
3017UG

SQ CF MITT 
3017UM

RACE SPEED 
3047UG

RACE SPEED MITT 
3047UM

RACE 
3024UG

RACE MITT 
3024UM

RACE REPLICA 
3029UG

WORLDCUP JR CF 
4117JG

WORLDCUP JR CF MITT 
4117JM

SQ JR CF 
4113JG

SQ JR CF MITT 
4113JM

RACE JR 
4119JG

RACE JR MITT 
4119JM

OVERGLOVE SPEED 
6019OM

CAYENNE GTX 
2076UG

OFF PISTE LTH 
2064UG

OFF PISTE LTH TRIGGER 
2064UT

RS 
5035UG

REXFORD UTAH 
5006UM

REXFORD 
5000UG

REXFORD TRIGGER 
5000UT

REXFORD MITT 
5001UM

BOMBER 
3213UG

EMPIRE 
2333UG

EMPIRE MITT 
2332UM

I-S RADIATOR GTX 
3224UG

S RADIATOR MITT GTX 
3224UM

SHARP 
3330UG

EVOLUTION GTX 
3336UG

TROUPER GTX 
3339UG

CHALLENGER 
3363UG

ALPINE 
3343UG

ALPINE MITT 
3343UM

HERO 
3367UG

BIG MOUNTAIN 
2049UM

ALASKA MITT 
2071UM

RANGER 
2091UG

RANGER TRIGGER 
2091UT

RANGER MITT 
2091UM

YETI MITT 
2085UM

PATROL 
2079UG

PATROL MITT 
2079UM

PATROL TRIGGER 
2079UT

OVERGLOVE 5000 
6050OM

OVERGLOVE 4000 
6044OM

OVERGLOVE 3000 
6019OM

OVERGLOVES JR 
6082OJ

TEMPEST WS 
3412UG

SKI ALPER 
3485UG

TOUR CABRIO MITT 
3490UM

SKI ALPER LIGHT 
3489UG

BACK XC 
3495UG

TRAIL I-TOUCH 
3451UG

TOURING 
3457UG

STRIDER 
3484UG

SPIDER PLUS 
3481UG

I-HIGHLAND 
3465UG

RACING
PG 28 - 45

LEATHER
PG 46 - 59

ALPINE
PG 60 - 71

MOUNTAIN
PG 72 - 87

MOUNTAIN LIGHT
PG 88 - 101



SPIDER 
3482UG

SILK 
3480UG

MERINO 
3483UG

REXFORD SNEAKER 
5002UM

ROVER 
2220UG

ROVER MITT 
2220UM

SHAMAN 
2374UG

SHAMAN MITT 
2374UM

JOY 
2372WG

JOY MITT 
2372WM

VERTIGO PRO MITT 
2375UM

SUBURBAN GTX 
2334UG

SUBURBAN 
2339UG

SUBURBAN ORIGINAL 
2415UG

SUBURBAN MITT 
2339UM

SEVENTIES 
2359UG

PRO RIDER MITT 
2361UM

WB 
2398UG

WEB 
2380UG

WEB MITT 
2380UM

FLAMES MITT 
8107WM

OASIS PLUS 
8144WG

OASIS PLUS MITT 
8144WM

DUSTY MITT 
8136WM

COCO MITT 
8104WM

DAKOTA 
8109WM

MUMMIES MITT 
8125WM

VENUS 
8174WG

VENUS MITT 
8174WM

SIBERIAN MITT 
8170WM

CORAL MITT 
8178WM

MAYA 
3237WG

MAYA MITT 
3237WM

I-S RADIATOR W GTX 
3234WG

S RADIATOR W MITT GTX 
3234WM

ULTRALITE W MITT 
3254WM

IRIS W 
3265WG

IRIS W MITT 
3265WM

ASTRA W GTX 
3339WG

ASTRA W MITT GTX 
3339WM

ALPINE W 
3344WG

ALPINE W MITT 
3344WM

JOLIE W 
3354WG

JOLIE W MITT 
3354WM

HERO W 
3366WG

HERO W MITT 
3366WM

S RADIATOR JR GTX 
4115JG

S RADIATOR JR MITT GTX 
4115JM

J MITT 
8190JM

HELI JR 
4186JG

HELI JR MITT 
4186JM

RAINBOW JR MITT 
4137JM

JUNIOR 
4152JG

JUNIOR MITT 
4152JM

LUCKY 
4146JG

LUCKY MITT 
4146JM

FUNNY 
4195JG

FUNNY MITT 
4195JM

ANIMAL 
4175JM

DUDY 
4182JG

TREND
PG 102 - 121

WOMEN’S BLISS
PG 122 - 135

WOMEN’S ALPINE
PG 136 - 153

JUNIOR
PG 154 - 169



DUDY MITT 
4182JM

SUPER PIPE GTX 
1004UG

HALF PIPE GTX 
1011UG

HALF PIPE MITT GTX 
1011UM

HALF PIPE W GTX 
1021WG

HALF PIPE W MITT GTX 
1021WM

FLY 
1031UG

FLY MITT 
1031UM

FLY TRIGGER 
1031UT

BUTTERFLY W 
1041WG

BUTTERFLY W MITT 
1041WM

PHANTOM MITT 
1054UM

FLY JR 
4001JG

FLY JR MITT 
4001JM

STAR 
1112UG

STAR MITT 
1112UM

STAR TRIGGER 
1112UT

MATRIX GTX 
1126UG

MATRIX MITT GTX 
1126UM

CRUISE 
1146UG

PROTECTION
PG 170 - 185

SNOWBOARD
PG 186 - 192



PG 218

BRUNO COMPAGNET



SCHEUING SPORT AG 
Li geri 115

7744 Campocologno GR
Switzerland

t. +41 (0)81 8465200 
f.  +41 (0)81 8465201

e. feedback@levelgloves.com
s. levelgloves.com




